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Doyle dispute sees light
By ADAM KARDASH 

The CHRY-John Doyle dispute may 
finally be coming to an end.

At the end of a long and tension- 
filled Board of Directors meeting 
Thursday, attended by Doyle and an 
unusually large number of CHRY 
volunteers, a motion was passed for 
the dispute to be brought before a 
mediator from the University’s 
Complaint Centre in order to “bring 
this matter to a rapid conclusion.”

The motion also stated that legal 
actions are to be withheld, and that 
all verbal or written comments — 
whether to media, individuals, or 
groups — are to be suspended.

Doyle was dismissed from his 
position as CHRY’s news director in 
early October because, according 
Station Manager Dani Zaretsky, he 
was not meeting the job's expecta
tions and demands.

But Doyle maintains that the ter
mination process was unfair because 
he was not given proper notice and 
that, despite CHRY’s claims, he was 
fulfilling his duties as news director. 
Doyle appealed his dismissal but 
backed down before the hearing, 
claiming that the appeal board — 
partly consisting of Zaretsky, ex- 
Programme Director Kaan Yigit 
(the two members who dismissed 
Doyle) and Staff Representative 
David Ackerman (who has been fil
ling in as part-time news director 
since Doyle was dismissed) — would 
not be an impartial body.

After Doyle and CYSF Vice- 
President of Finance David Gil- 
insky, a member of the appeal 
board and CHRY’s Board of Direc
tors, did not appear at the scheduled 
appeal hearing, the process stalled.

The termination of Doyle was the 
main item on the agenda at Thurs
day’s board meeting. After nearly 
four hours of discussions, one hour 
of which was held in camera (Board 
members only), the motion for a 
proposed mediation process was 
passed.

Pat Anderson, Chairperson of

■sf CHRY’s Board of Directors, said 
that the mediation proposal was 
made to Doyle and that an answer is 
expected in the near future. Doyle 
stated that he is now taking legal 
advice about the value of the media
tion process suggested by the Board.

“I am absolutely confident that 
things will work out,” said 
Anderson.

Zaretsky was also optimistic. “I 
am confident that the means exist to 
resolve the dispute expeditiously.”

At the Board meeting, Doyle pres
ented a two-option proposal for set
tlement. The first option consisted of 
the station reinstating Doyle as news 
director with back pay, and the 
Board submitting him a letter of 
regret for wrongdoing done to him.

The second option consisted of a
\

written apology from the Board to 
be distributed to station staff and 
published in the campus media, an 
acceptance of Doyle’s resignation 
from the station, references, one 
month’s pay in settlement, and sev
eral hours of studio time allotted to 
Doyle in order that he could collect 
and record his work.

Doyle stated, “1 went to the Board 
of Directors meeting with a fair 
proposal for settlement. The prop
osal was offered as an alternative to a 
lawsuit for wrongful dismissal. I 
cannot understand why the Board of 
Directors could not see their way 
toward offering a simple apology.”

However, the motion passed by 
the Board did indicate that Doyle’s 
second option was a “solid starting 
point for the basis of mediation.”
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“I KNOW WHATS IN IT. I WAS THERE,” free-trade negotiator Simon 
Reisman told a partisan Osgoode Hall crowd on Tuesday. Liberal MR 
Bob Kaplan speaks out against the deal today at Osgoode at 4 p.m.
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Cock and Bull pub 
taken off probation ■

By ADAM KARDASH 
and DANIEL WOLGELERENTER

The Cock and Bull’s probation 
period ended Friday as Liquor Man
agement License Holder Norman 
Grandies cut its probation to four 
weeks, following negotiations with 
the Cock and Bull Management 
Board.

Grandies placed the Founders 
College pub on a three month proba
tion October 11 following alleged 
violations of several University and 
Ontario liquor licensing regulations.

Grandies called meetings with 
Roger Seaman, Chairperson of the 
Cock and Bull Management Board, 
“very successful,” and added, “as far

as I’m concerned, the Cock and Bull 
is now in the same state as the rest (of 
the pubs on campus).”

“They will not be monitored any 
differently than other pubs on cam
pus. We will be watching them all 
really closely,” he said.

Grandies said that an important 
outcome of his meetings with Sea
man will be the establishment of reg
ular meetings between Beverage 
Manager Paul Leonard and all the 
Liquor Management Agency.

Seaman also thinks “positive 
things” will come from the meetings, 
and agrees with Grandies that regu
lar meetings will help foster a better 

con't on p. 2

CHRY AND JOHN DOYLE may settle their month-old dispute 
through a propsed mediation process.

Students perform 
a citizen’s arrest

INSIDE

TRADE OF THE WEEK: One 
free trade referendum for two 
debates on Meech Lake.

on campus — York Provost Tom 
Meininger and Liquor License 
Holder Norman Grandies imposed a 
one-night shutdown on college pubs 
September 29 in an effort to awaken 
the York community to the serious 
nature of the problem.

“I admire and salute the vigilance 
shown by the Vanier Council and the 
leadership it has shown in the whole 
matter,” Meininger commented on 
the students’ initiative.

“I was just happy we were able to 
catch the person and help make an 
arrest,” Downes said. “It was just a 
natural reaction to do something 
after seeing this person smash the 
trophy case.”

Director of York Security Michael 
O’Neil hopes that Downes’ and 
Buckle’s initiative will serve

By JAMES HOGGETT

Two York students performed a citi
zen’s arrest on a suspected vandal in 
Vanier College early Friday 
morning.

Vanier College President Phil 
Downes and fellow student Brad 
Buckle were leaving the Open End 
Pub at 1 a.m. when they witnessed 
the vandalism.

“We saw three people walking in 
the corridor between the Vanier din
ing hall and the Junior Common 
Room,” Downes said. “Then one of 
them smashed the glass of the trophy 
case.”

Downes and Buckle chased and 
captured the culprit in a stairwell, 
where Downes made a citizen’s 
arrest. A bystander called York 
Security, who assisted with the arrest 
and called Metro Police.

Police charged the suspect with 
mischief to private property.

York estimates that vadalism has 
caused over one million dollars 
worth of damage to the campus over 
the past five years. After a recent 
surge in vandalism on Thursday 
nights — the most popular pub night

ARTHURS INTERVIEW: The
President’s white paper on student 
government reform........... Page 7Assault in York lot
FREE TRADE FORUM: Sub
missions from York 
professors.

By JAMES HOGGETT
Three women allegedly abducted and sexually assaulted a 19-year-old 
Monday in a York University parking lot.

A woman approached the victim in the parking lot at approx 5:45 
p.m. and asked him to help get into her van which was parked in the 
lot. When the man agreed the woman produced a gun and ordered him 
into the van, where he was confronted by two masked women.

The victim was held in the van for about half an hour. During that 
time he was sexually assaulted by all three females. He eventually 
escaped and notified police.

Metro Police report that the victim sustained no apparent injuries, 
but declined to give further information due to the ongoing nature of 
the investigation.

The Globe and Mail reported yesterday that the victim was a York 
student, but the police would not confirm this detail.

Director of Security Michael O’Neil could not comment on the 
incident, as it had not been reported to York Security.

Pages 9-11

BACK ON TOP: The hockey 
team has won three 
is a row. Page 12as an

example to other would-be vandals, 
many of whom are not associated 
with the university.

“1 think that this incident sends 
out a strong message to people out
side the York campus,” O’Neil said. 
“It says that people here aren’t going 
to tolerate vandalism, and this I 
hope will reduce the incidents of 
vandalism.”

TOM AND JARRY: Exco/'s 
Frank Clarke interviews director 
Tom Diamond about his latest 
production 
entitled, UBU. Page 17



Construction bothers tenants
By MARK WRIGHT 

and ADAM KARDASH
Administration. “All of us must live 
with [the side effects of construction] 
for a while.”

Grad resident Andrew Diamond 
understands the need for more cam
pus housing but adds that the needs 
of today’s students are as important 
as those of the future.

“Some students have set up their 
school schedules around working in 
the evenings,” said Diamond. “But 
it is impossible to get any work done 
or any sleep [at the apartment].”

Other students are also upset. 
Mullick said that the Vice- 
President’s office has received a 
number of phonecalls from students 
disturbed by the noise.

North York city officials indicated 
that York’s ongoing construction 
abides by municipal by-laws. But 
some grad residents claim that the 
University could be breaching a sec
tion in the Landlord Tenant Act.

According to Rent Review Servi
ces, The Covenant of Quiet Enjoy
ment implies that residents have a 
right to enjoy their premises free of

disturbances.
“It’s open to judicial interpreta

tion because there are many grey 
areas within the legislation,” said 
Fred Kingsmill, from the Ministry of 
Housing. “But we are not aware of 
any precedent regarding this. This 
(case) could be precedent-setting.”

White said that the main reason 
residents are upset is because “at no 
time has the question of noise or its 
effects on the community ever been 
addressed.”

But Manager of Housing Opera
tions Peter Ridout said that a letter 
was sent to the residents on Assini- 
boine Road informing them of a Sep
tember 26 meeting which offered the 
tenants “not only information, but 
also the opportunity for input."

“The meeting was not very well 
attended,” he added.

Ridout said that the noise problem 
is being addressed and that the Uni
versity is “trying a number of exper
iments, such as placing styrofoam in 
the windows, to see if they can help 
the situation.”

2N.Legal action may be taken against 
the University by students bothered 
by construction noise outside the 
grad residences, said a spokesperson 
for the York University Tenants 
Association (YUTA).

“A committee is going to be estab
lished to look at the legal ramifica
tions and to give advice on how to 
proceed for those who wish to take 
action on an individual basis,” said 
YUTA Treasurer Stephen White.

Construction on low-level hous
ing and the realignment of Fraser 
Drive outside the grad residences 
begins at 7 a.m. and continues until 7 
p.m. six days a week. University offi
cials said that the construction, 
which began early October, could 
continue into exam week.

“We’re going through a period of 
growth and expansion which will 
affect the quality of life at York,” 
said Billie Mullick, special assistant 
to the Vice-President of Finance and
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TOO MUCH NOISE: Student tenants may take legal action against 
noisy construction.

I Cock and Bull 
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understanding of the managers’ rela
tions to the University.

“The whole area of communica
tions is opening up,” he said.

Cock and Bull manager Patti Bur- 
gin said she accepted the one-month 
probation “in the spirit of co
operation,” and said it was in the 
best interest of the student popula
tion to do so. However, she 
against the probation from the 
beginning.

“The Cock and Bull was not in 
violation of the LLBO laws or the 
university liquor policy,” she said. 
“There were no illegal practices 
permitted by Cock and Bull man
agement or staff.”

She added, “it was my position 
from the start that it (the probation) 
should have been rescinded, not just 
lifted, in that it was totally 
unwarranted.”

Dan Silver, Founders College 
President and member of the Cock 
and Bull Management Board was 
critical of the way the administration 
handled the afTiar.

“The whole thing should not have 
occurred in the first place,” he said. 
“It is typical of the way Crandles 
operates.”
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IF YOU DUG IT
CHRY 105.5 FM 

Tuesday afternoons 
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Lighting problems __INIews lD|igest
Appointment 
for Arts Dean

energy conservation measure,” and 
the installation of blue emergency 
light last year “to indicate the loca
tion of direct connected emergency 
phones in parking lots throughout 
the campus,” according to the 
report.

Physical Plant plans to spend up 
to $ 1,608,500 more to improve light
ing on campus, but the report did not 
indicate the source of these funds. 
Additionally, the report states, “We 
have made significant improvements 
during the past two years, but we still 
have a lot to do to help make our 
community members feel more 
secure on campus, during evening 
and night time hours.”

Future plans include installing 
more pathway, street, and parking 
lot lights.

New food 
committee

By NANCY PHILLIPS
to undertake her duties at Canada 
Council, and will serve a three year 
term.

In response to concern from the 
York community about the safety of 
the campus at night, the Department 
of Physical Plant has spent $50,000 
improving the lighting on campus.

According to a report to the Secur
ity Advisory Committee on 
November 2, an application has also 
been made to the Ministry of Col
leges and Universities for $66,000 in 
additional funds, “to permit the 
upgrading of exterior lighting to 
continue.”

Some of the improvements 
already completed include the reac
tivation of the exterior building 
perimeter lighting systems, which 
were “switched off in 1971 an an

York profs 
30% female

By JACOB KATSMAN
Students this year can now take 

charge and do something about 
York’s cafeterias.

Food Services Committees were 
established last week for Complex I 
Colleges (Founders, Vanier, 
McLaughlin, Winters), and Com
plex II (Bethune and Stong). Student 
representatives in each college will 
be responsible for bringing com
plaints about cafeteria food and ser
vice to the attention of the UFBSC 
(University Food and Beverages 
Service Committee).

Paul de Rege, Complex I chair
man, said that the Food Service 
Committee has already accomp
lished several goals. Menus will now 
be posted regularly in all residences; 
Founders deli has extended its hours 
to open for dinner; and the cafeterias 
will soon be getting metal cutlery.

Rege said that there were a lot of 
complaints regarding the attitude of 
cafeteria staff. Students often 
thought they were rude and did not 
like their jobs.

As one way to solve this problem, 
Rege would like to encourage stu
dent part-time employment in the 
cafeteria.

For more information, students in 
Complex I should contact Paul de 
Rege at 739-1011; and in Complex 11 
Jayne Hatley at 739-0594.

By SUSAN AWONG 
York University’s Dean of Fine 
Arts, Joyce Pearl Zemans, has been 
appointed the new director of the 
Canada Council, Communications 
Minister Flora MacDonald an
nounced last week.

Zemans felt “challenged and 
excited by the prospect of working at 
the federal level and working directly 
with the arts in Canada.” She has 
been a York faculty member since 
1975, and the Chair of Visual Arts 
for seven years, and is also an art 
historian.

Zemans sees this new role as a con
tinuum of the work she has pre
viously done, and feels she will be a 
capable voice on behalf of artists in 
helping to formulate Canada’s artis
tic policy.

“I do believe the artist’s voice is 
the voice that we have to listen to, 
and that it is a community or 
nation’s role to support its artists,” 
Zemans said.

Canada Council’s goal is to 
encourage the study and enjoyment 
of the arts and humanities. It also 
gives grants for productions in these 
areas. Established in 1957 with a 
budget of one million dollars, it now 
administers a $91.8 million 
portfolio.

Zeman will soon leave the faculty

By SUSAN ARMSTRONG 
Women comprise less than 30 per 
cent of the professors in most York 
faculties, according to Professor 
John Fox, Chairperson of the Joint 
Implementation Committee on Affirm
ative Action.

The Committee is made up of 
representatives from the Adminis
tration and the York University 
Faculty Association. (YUFA).

As affirmative action is part of 
YUFA’s Collective Agreement, the 
Committee is looking for an Affir
mative Action Director to assist 
departments and divisions at York 
enacting the policy.

The Director, to be selected from 
York’s full-time faculty and librar
ians, will be responsible for produc
ing and administering educational 
programmes, and will be a resource 
person for all academic units, assist
ing in their efforts to formulate and 
implement the policy, said Fox.

Fox said that if a position became 
available, a qualified female would 
be selected over an equally qualified 
male.

The Committee hopes to make the 
appointment by February 1. The 
Director’s term will start in July.
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Labour Studies programmes

By SCOTT GOODMAN 
Students interested in learning 
about the labour field should look 
into the Faculty of Arts’ newly 
formed Labour Studies 
programme.

The interdisciplinary pro
gramme examines workers and 
their relationship to employers. 
Collective bargaining is the pro
gramme’s central theme and the 
subject of one of its courses.

The programme, approved by 
York’s senate last year, was origi
nated by students who were tak
ing labour-related courses but 
who had no official recognition 
for their study in the field.

“We have simply formalized 
and given structure to the aca
demic decisions that students 
were already making,” said Pro
fessor Paul Craven, the pro
gramme’s acting co-ordinator. 
Craven and other faculty mem
bers were approached by students 
who suggested that they should 
have a vehicle by which they could 
explore their interests in labour 
studies.

To join the programme, a stu
dent’s other major must be one of 
economics, history, political sci
ence, or sociology. Psychology 
may soon be added to the list. 
Labour Studies majors will take 
two core courses, a second-year 
introduction to labour relations in 
Canada, and a fourth-year collec-

labour studies pertaining directly 
to careers in the labour move
ment, industrial relations, per
sonnel, law, business, govern
ment, public administration, 
journalism, and others,” said 
Craven. “The subject is a big part 
of the real world.”

Last year, 12 to 15 students 
indicated to Craven that they 
would sign up for the programme.

“Ten to fifteen solidly commit
ted majors in Labour Studies 
would constitute a success,” 
Craven said. He added that the 
programme is not looking for a 
large number of people, “just a 
small group of dedicated 
students.”

Students who wish to learn 
more about this new department 
should contact Paul Craven in 
S759 Ross or call 736-5678.

live bargaining simulation, in 
which a grade will be determined 
by the formation and mainte
nance of a mock labour deal.

Students will also choose at 
least three courses from a Labour 
Studies course list, and one course 
chosen in consultation with the 
Labour Studies programme co
ordinator. Courses are related to 
labour through anthropology, 
political science, economics, 
administrative studies, history, 
and social science.

Students who have previously 
taken labour-related courses will 
be able to count them toward a 
degree in that field.

A degree in labour studies is not 
a professional qualification, but 
Craven asserts that it would be 
beneficial to a number of people.

“There is a large element of
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LIGHTING on campus is “wasteful and ineffecient,” says Physics 
Professor Paul Delaney.

“Inefficient lights”
By NANCY PHILLIPS would be a more efficient use of 

energy, and would save the night sky 
for York’s astronomers. He gave the 
example that there is only “one 
excellent light in lot KK.”

Delaney is waging a “quiet cam
paign” to educate the Department of 
Physical Plant and anyone else 
involved with exterior lighting on 
campus He said there is now a com
mittee in Physical Plant looking into 
the matter.

Nelson Varga, a Physical Plant 
committee member and an electrical 
engineer said “a report is coming out 
shortly on this issue.”

Varga pointed out that off- 
campus lights are out of York’s con
trol and may be contributing to the 
situation.

Lights on campus are destroying the 
night sky, according to Observatory 
Co-ordinator and physics professor 
Paul Delaney.

“I’m not against protecting the 
campus but there is a lot of indis
criminate lighting,” said Delaney. 
“Why illuminate the sky when 
you’re trying to illuminate the 
ground? This is innefficient and 
wasteful in terms of energy as well as 
destroying the livlihood of the pro
fessional astronomer.”

Delaney would like to see horizon
tal cutoffs, or hoods, over the tops of 
lights, to direct light directly onto the 
area to be illuminated. Although this 
would initially be more expensive, it
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“No, the noise isn’t bothering me at all”
V.- We will publish, space permitting, letters under 250 words They 

must be typed, triple-spaced, accompanied by writer's name and 
phone number We may edit for length Libellous material will be 
re/eaed Deliver to III Central Square during business hoursm
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“Answer” to 
parking woe

& “M” but that's the price of 
progress.

employee's doctor to determine if 
they have a work related illness.

This legislation is admittedly 
weaker than the labour movement 
would like. Coupled with the Occu
pational Health and Safety Act it 
gives workers one more additional 
tool with which to protect them
selves.

Up until this legislation, no 
worker had the right to know what 
he or she was exposed to and the 
health effects of that exposure, thus 
making it very difficult to prove 
occupational illness. Perhaps this is 
another reason we have not had a 
serious hazardous materials inci
dent. We simply had no tools to 
prove the chemical or compound 
was at fault.

I would suggest that this gentle
man become more aware of what the 
WHM1S legislation entails.

Perhaps it would be to the benefit 
to the whole of the York community 
if not only he, but all employees, 
faculty and staff, become more 
involved with their union or associa
tion health and safety programme.

Currently on campus three joint 
(labour management) health and 
safety committees exist. However 
under law these committees can only 
recommend to the employer what

Insincerely, 
Spike Y. Jones

Dear Editors, WHMIS is 
“too weak”

Although your editorial cartoon of 
November 10th offered one solution 
to the parking problem at York Uni
versity (“Perhaps expanding the lot 
will do the trick”), your answer is not 
likely to be taken to heart by any of 
those with the power to do some
thing about anything.

The more typical York answer is 
contained in your front page article 
on “Easing the Parking Problem”; 
change the names. The article talks 
about “parking lot 8B (formerly Lot 
I),” “lot IB (formerly M lot)” and 
“A (formerly F).”

While the administration talks 
about lot expansion, it is more likely 
that they’ll just reshuffle names and 
numbers until the University popu
lation gets so confused they’ll believe 
that the lots “weren’t crowded in the 
first place but are even less so now.” 
If you used to have difficulty getting 
a spot in any of the old lots, I’m sure 
you’ll be reassured to hear that the 
tew designations will effectively 
double their size. Unfortunately, 
tuition rates are going to have to 
increase to pay for the extra ink used 
to print “8B” & “ 1B” instead of “I”

Dear Editor:

I would like to respond to the letter 
you published in your November 3rd 
1988 issue from Clive Hollaway of 
the Chemistry Faculty regarding the 
workplace hazardous materials 
information system (WHMIS).

In his letter he states there has 
never been a serious hazardous inci
dent on campus. That may be true. If 
so it is to York’s credit.

I would also agree with him that 
no government agency could possi
bly hope to know more about an 
unknown substance than the persons 
developing it.

I would however disagree that it 
gets the employer off the hook. Quite 
the contrary, it puts the employer on 
the hook.

The legislation requires all 
employees from the lowly cleaning 
lady who cleans the lab to the highest 
paid researcher, be informed about 
what they are exposed to, thus mak
ing it easier for the employee and the

cont’donp. 5

Editoriai
Troubled times for 
York’s day care

dv

Peggy Shllllngfond’s three year old daughter may not be able to attend 
the York University Co-operative Day Care (yucDC) next year. The 
Centre, which cares for 110 children, is in serious financial trouble 
and mav be forced to dose

The YUC DC gives Shillingford, a third year sociology and mass 
communications student the freedom to study. Without the yuc DC 
she would be forced to leave school

The subsidized day care system In Metro Is in the midst of a crisis. 
This year 1,500 additional subsidized spaces were created in Metro, 
and the cost of day care Increased by about 12 per cent However, 
Ontario’s government will fully fund only 1,000 of these children. Of 
the remaining 500, the province will only fund about one third of the 
Increase, leaving the YUCDCand many other day cares In a financial 
crisis.

Metro will provide short term rdiefby making up the difference for 
this year, but this money is an advance on next year’s Metro 
contribution.

Next year’s crisis will be even worse
To compound the yucdc problem, the province has ordered it to 

paint its premises, buy $8,000 In toys, and spend about $3,500 on 
cots, or Its license will not be renewed.

“Next year would have been our 20th anniversary," said Director of 
the yucdc Judy Melkle But now she has doubts as to whether the day 
care will survive “We already run a very lean programme. There’s 
nothing to cut out” she said.

The York Community can offer some Immediate rdiefby donating 
time money, or toys to the Centre. In fact the YUCDchas just received 
permission from the University to use its charitable donation 
number, so tax receipts can be Issued.

However, as the third largest employer In North York, the Univer
sity has a responsibility to ensure that day care continues to exist on 
campus.

York has generously provided the yucdc with rent-free space, 40 
hours a week of free cleaning service, about $14,000 In renovations, 
and a courtesy account wherein the University pays the yucdc bills, 
allowing up to 60 deys for the Centre to pay. The accound presently 
stands at over $100,000.

Part of the crisis could be alleviated If York forgave the $100,000 
debt or reduced it as an operating or equipment grant similar to 
what the University of Toronto did in 1984. In return for this, the 
University could take the yucdc under its wing, and through an 
Independent management board, defend its financial Investment

None of these options, however, offers a permanent solution As the 
three levels of government are responsible for subsidizing day care, 
the ultimate answer lies in their hands.

Politicians generally do not like to make long-term commitments, 
but in order to solve this problem a long-term comprehensive policy 
Is necessary. Currently the federal government which provides most 
of the funding for day care, has no defined policy. With the election 
only days away, it could be months before a new government attends 
to the problem.

By Increasing their Investment In day care, and allowing people 
like Peggy Shillingford to further their education the government 
will be beneflttlng itself. Ultimately, less funds would have to be 
allocated to the social welfare system and a better educated and 
therefore more productive workforce would Increase Canada’s tax
base.

By not maintaining an effective subsidized day care system, the 
government would In effect be telling Canadians that only affluent 
people have the right to have children
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S'? mine in Philosophy and Humanities 
and they don’t know either. Is it a 
cult, a club, a disease? Does anyone 
know? Does Wil Ferguson know?

Please, anybody, what is Evocative 
Soloism!

:

S’ E T T E R S
cont’dfromp. 4

Sincerely, 
Robert Collins

i at the YUCDC who are from single parent homes: (annrox) sn

they feel should be implemented to 
ensure the safety of employees.

What is needed is not less concen- A Vz-nkLz
tration on WHMIS but rather a /*\l OLIO Y UlK 
strengthening of both WHMIS and ,
the Occupational Health and Safety H OOn Q I j m
Act, making the recommendations ' '^^*0 III I IUO

1

.)60
KBk - . . .binding on the employer. Perhaps 

then we would not have had such a 
tragic situation as he has referred to. To say that York is the coldest spot

sincerely 
N. Wadeson CUPE 

Occupational Health and 
Safety Rep.

To the Editor

cal Plant Stores during the last academic ,«ar (Sep-
»er y1next to Iceland would be redundant 

As a student in good standing at this 
arctic university, I am greatly dis
turbed by the long trek on FOOT 
across the cold, barren expanse of 
campus I have to endure to reach my 
clasees. I am sure that nine out of 
every 10 students are also plagued by 
this problem. The students that are 
forced to take unreliable TTC buses 
risk being frozen solid at bus stops or 
being up to 45 minutes late for class; 
residents of this environmental 
teland sit for almost an hour at 
COLD bus stops in COLD shelters 
on COLD weekends!

k l <$ical Plant !
.

Tota! number of ^

Number of theta frôlâtes'

ring the last academicWHMIS is 
not so bad

on
I read with great dismay that Prof. C.
Holloway has chosen to find fault 
with WHMIS and concurrently with 
the Community “Right-to-Know”
Legislation (“Legislation a waste",
Nov. 3). It has taken thousands of 
Workers’ lives to have this legisla
tion brought forward across Can
ada, an incredible example of co
ordination of laws for recent times.
Unfortunately Prof. Holloway has 
chosen the wrong forum to complain economical solution to chapped lips 
of traffic problems and social (sub- and frostbitten toes is to 
stance abuse) ills.

was- :

Cliche of the WeekThe students should be provided 
with the York escort service 
mented with at least 100 stretch 
limos, expanded to meet both day 
and night-time demands. A

Black Sheep — An oddball, a disgrace. Black sheep were traditionally 
disliked by shepherds because they were worth less than the standard 
white sheep. By the early 19th century the term was used to describe the 
disfavoured and misbehaving people. In Old Morality, by Sir Walter Scott
flock6” °ne readS‘ “The curates ■ • • know best the black sheep of the 

An origninal idea by David "cliche” Grad-O’Osgoode

aug-

more

erect a
domed roof that could be heated 
with the hot air the university 
is spouting over the insufficient 
parking and crowded classrooms. It 
will save the University millions of 
dollars on hydro and at the 
time provide the students with a half 
decent study environment (not to 
mention year-round sun tanning).

In conclusion, I suggest that a 
Senate meeting should be held 
immediately to remedy the situation. 
Although Oil of Olay company 
might complain about the decline of 
sales due to this fact, I believe it 
would be a quantum leap for the 
comfort of students of worldwide.

Sincerely, 
I. Lehto 

CUPE Local 1356 
President Master of Public Administrationsame

Evocative
soloism?

A threoterm (one-year) professional graduate degree program, with a multi-dis
ciplinary approach to public policy and administration.

With optional specialized studies in health policy and communication and 
information technology.

Dear Excalibur,
Every week 1 walk through the tun-

every

So what does it mean? Does 
anyone know? It’s called Evocative 
Soloism, but I’ve asked friends of

Admission Requirements B.A. (Honours), or its equivalent, with upper second class 
standing, all fields of study.

Information/ School of Public Administration, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 
Application Telephone 613 545-2159

nels and see the same mural 
time.

Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, CanadaAlouicious Mackenzie

'-piIN EVERY CASE, AT 
33% OFF, IT WOULD 
BE A CRIME NOT 
TO TAKE THE TRAIN !

v
-

■ 1. A

-V:A"-■•r
«

K t

"j XT

A
✓ ’j

TAKE THE TRAIN AND CLUE 
IN ON FANTASTIC SAVINGS ! A. CHRISJIE

Good reasons 
to make VIA™ 
your first 
travel choice 
this semester :

• You save 33 OFF* on VIA Coach fares to a grand selection 
of places,-

• You enjoy the comfort and convenience of VIA train travel;
•You have more fun travelling in the company of fellow 

students;

• You have the freedom to move about and meet new people 
or use the time to catch up on your studies.

Just pick a reason for travelling by train : day trips... mini 
excursions... mid-term breaks... family visits... the time 
to prepare for exams... or the opportunity to unravel life's 
great mysteries with other student travellers.
And remember: at 33% OFF, VIA is the smart 
way to clue in on fantastic savings!

aVIA ■R

idL.
"•gilttnxl Irademwk « VI* R»l Cm* Inc

Take the train. There's nothing quite like it! w
"Trademark of VIA Rail Canada Inc iftXuTt °]989 °bm ler,il°'"'' ,N0 op',li“bl' ™ 011 irai" M-vic Irom OecembL IB,
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Published by the Office of Student Affairs, 124 Central Square, York University

1989 DRINKING should be enjoyable. Too many

people, however, do not realize soon enough that 
alcohol has a sneaky way of taking over one's life, 
in little ways at first, until it eventually becomes 
a genuine sickness. If you have experienced some 
of the warning signs shown here, it's time to take 
a look at your own drinking habits.
CF" Drinking too much when there is an important 

reason to stay sober.
CP3 Missing meals or appointments because of 

drinking.
BS3 Getting into a fight because of drinking.
CP3 Being told to leave a place because of drinking. 
IFF3 Blackouts - you can't remember what hap

pened the night before.
BS3 Getting into trouble with the law because of 

drinking.
EP3 Drinking in the morning 
Bj?3 Being told by a doctor that drinking is affect

ing your health.
Kj?3 Buying drinks with money that should have 

been used for more important things.
Bj^3 Having shaky hands the morning after drink

ing.
Repeated occurrences of any of these warning signs 
means that you would be wise to get help in under
standing your drinking. There are many people you 
can talk to - your doctor, or clergyman, or a counsel
lor. Or look under "Alcohol" in the phone book.

Do yourself a favour and find out 
how much is too much - for you.

Student Art Competition
for

Mural and Site Specific 
Installations

$5,000 commission for the new Student Centre Building. Three awards of $1,000 for locations 
in the Ross Building and in the Colleges. $1,000 Provost's prize for outstanding proposal. Open 
to all York undergraduate and graduate students working in Painting, Sculpture, Mixed Media 
and Design.

Deadline for submissions: Tuesday, February 21,1989,3 - 5 p.m. (after reading week). 
Application forms with details for this year's competition are available at the CYSF Office,
Office of Student Affairs (124 Central Square), and Visual Arts Office in the Fine Arts Building.

Look for the new works from last year's 1988 competition to be installed soon.
followed by new works to be installed in January:

Henry Mink, a photo-electric work for the Post 
Office area, Ross Building, Central Square.
Michael Longford, bronze and steel sculpture for the 
lobby of Bethune college, dedicated to Norman 
Bethune.

•m Irene Alatzakis, a relief mural 10' x 30' for the 
corridor in Ross building next to the Language Lab, 
titled: "Deluge."
Yutaka Kobayashi, a granite and steel sculpture at 

. the North entrance of McLaughlin College.
Dariuz Krzeminski, a gold leaf installation at ^ Janet Morton, scrap metal tapestry 
the South elevator, third floor, Ross Building stairway entrance to Environmental Studies Lumbers
near the Arts Office of Student Programs, titled: Building, third floor, titled: "Patchworking."
Under Construction. a work_in t/u 'Bethune College Lobby, sponsored by the Provost.

"F ,rene Ani*f' abstract painBd panels for the L. Cu xio„g , vi$iling ^ fn)m lhe Peoples Republic
main comdor, Ross Building, next to the Post ^ of China. Drawing 10' x 16’, titled: "Clouds and

River."
A complete list of the past 22 Student Mural Award winners will be available with this year's applications, if you wish 
to visit the sites. The mural Competition for Site Specific Work is sponsored by the Department of Physical Plant, 
CYSF, the Co-curricular Fund, the Provost, the Office of Student Affairs, and York Visual Arts and C. A. B.
For further information, contact Prof. Bruce Parsons in Visual Arts at 736-5187 Ext. 7429.

‘Works scheduled to be installed in 9{pvember:

Michael Caines, a three panel construction, 
10' x 12', stairway, North entrance to Atkinson 
College, titled:"Themes from Big Cities." 
Greg Patterson, a painted panel, 7 x 4' at the 
North entrance to Atkinson College, titled: 
"Wednesday, March 8,1962."
Lyla Rye, a three panel drawing, 10' x 12' in 
the East stairway of the Curtis Lecture Halls 
opposite the Credit Union, titled: "Illusions 
Lost."

, 15' x 10',
Adapted from a pamphlet "Problem Drinking Warning Signs", 
ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION: Toronto, Canada

QUESTIONS7COIVI
PLAINTS7CQNCE
RNS7QUESTIONS?

Office area.

York is a large and complex institution and,
through the course of your studies, you may 
encounter difficulties where expert adivee and 
assistance are needed.

N|2/ YORK UNIVERSITY 
CO-OPERATIVE 
DAYCARE CENTRE

LAST CALL FOR:
"Taking Charge of Your Future"

Career and Life Planning Seminar
Friday, November 18,7 - 9:30 p.m. 

and Saturday, November 19,9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Register NOW

at the Career and Placement Centre,
N108 Ross, or call 736-5351.

Such assistance is
available from the University Complaint Centre 
or one of the designated Complaints Officers 
representing each college and faculty, and the 
library, as well as from special centres such as the 
Sexual Harassment Education and Complaint 
Centre and the Race and Ethnic Relations Centre.

For more information please contact the 
University Complaint Centre, in the Office of 
Student Affairs, 124 Central Square, 736-5144.

York University Cooperative Daycare 
Centre is hosting its annual
HOLIDAY BAZAAR,

Friday November 25,1988 
10:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in Central 

Square.

Items include fresh baked goods, toy 
sales, nearly new novels, jewellery 

sales, crafts, and more. 
Please come and help make this a 

successful fundraising event!

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP REMINDERS

"Networking to Unadvertised Jobs" - 
November 22,1-2 p.m. and November 30,2-3 p.m.

"Interview Skills" - November 24,3-4 p.m. 
"Resume Writing" - November 28,11-12 noon,
"CHOICES" Occupational Research Seminars: 
November 18,9:30 a.m.- 3 p.m., November 23, 
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m, & November 28,11 -12 noon.

NEED DIRECTIONS, 
ADVICE, ASSISTANCE?

SPECIAL EVENTS FOR OUTSTANDING STUDENTS 1988-89 DROP BY THE OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 
124 CENTRAL SQUARE 

736-5144
The office hours are:

Monday to Thursday - 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
Friday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Distinguished York Faculty Speakers Series
"WORKING ON ASIA", Diana C.M. Lary, BA, PhD (London)

Professor of History and Social Science, Director of the Joint Centre on Modem East 
Asia Mon, November 28,1988,12 noon to 1 p.m. Senate Chamber (S915 Ross)
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After the White Paper 
Arthurs on government reform

ork has been burdened with ineffective 
central student government for years. But 
with the release of President Arthurs’

| White Paper — a document which will drasti- 
I cally reform student government at York—this 

may change.
The reform process began about three years 

I ago when Paul Gilmor, Provost of the Univer- 
! sity of Guelph, was hired by the Student Rela- 
! tions Committee (SRC) of the Board of Gover- 
| nors (BOG) to study student government at 

York. Gilmor’s subsequent report, released 
! about two years ago, served as the basis for 
! much of the ensuing discussion on the topic.

The SRC released a paper in fall 1987 which 
I was primarily based on Gilmor’s document. 

Since then, President Arthurs has released a ser
ies of draft student government reform papers 

L based on Gilmor’s report, the SRC paper, and 
jjj ongoing written and face-to-face discussions 
I with student leaders.

The result is a comprehensive document out

lining a number of major reforms to student 
government at York. Among the major changes 
included in the paper, the White Paper states 
that all students will be represented by a central 
student government (the CYSF for undergradu
ates and the Graduate Students Association for 
graduate students), college membership will be 
mandatory for first-year undergraduate stu
dents, student governments will be formed at 
the faculty level in addition to the present col
lege level, and special Student Activity Funds 
will be established for both faculty and college 
governments to encourage co-curricular and 
extra-curricular programmes.

Arthurs’ document has already been 
approved by the SRC and will be presented to 
the Board of Governors in December. If it is 
approved by the Board, the reforms will take 
effect January 1.

Excalibur's Adam Kardash recently spoke to 
Arthurs about the White Paper. The following is 
an excerpt of that interview.

Y

c

President Arthurs

Excalibur: A few weeks ago cysf President Tammy Hasselfeldt stated in 
Excalibur: “Student input throughout the entire process has had relatively little 
impact on the President. The Green Paper still contains many of the principles 
that student government has disagreed with from the beginning. " But the White 
Paper took into account most of the concerns raised by student leaders.

President Arthurs: I was very pleased with Tammy’s reaction to the final 
draft. But I must say that she hasn’t been involved since the beginning. She has 
only been involved since last April or May, at the heart of things. The Paper 
always was significantly informed by student opinion. A lot of this goes back 
two or three years to discussions with people like Rea Ali and Gerard Blink 
and a number of other people. So this has been a cumulative process ... At 
our last meeting, that I had with Tom Meiniger and the students, a lot of good 
points were put on the table and I tried to respond to them in the final version.

Excal: The White Paper guarantees student governments the right to receive a 
direct per capita levy (following approval by a referendum). But from discussions 
with student leaders, it seemed that a direct levy was something that you were 
originally opposed to.

Arthurs: I have always been for it. On that particular point I maybe have to 
fault myself. Maybe my choice of words wasn’t clear enough. But from the 
beginning I have been committed to that.

president and myself how they spend their money. So, when I said the money 
could only be spent for certain purposes and following certain consultations, 
in quite general language, I was confident that the Deans and Masters would 
do what they had to do.

But that is because I work with them all the time and I understand that 
people who aren’t that familiar with how senior administrators work might 
think that there is a real risk that they might just go off and apply the money to 
some other purpose, or not sit down and genuinely consult. So I guess I made 
explicit what I assumed would be there, and I think people whose money 
it is are entitled to that assurance.

Excal: You stated that the Administration will examine how other universities 
inform their student body about Student Activity Fees. What will you be doing, 
and do you think the Administration is providing sufficient information to 
students about their Student Activities Fees?
Arthurs: I don’t know if there is a problem with this at York. I am told by 
some people that we are the only university in Canada that holds the present 
kind of undifferentiated Student Acitivity Fee. In fact, there are a half dozen 
categories. It is broken out. But I am told that we give less information than 
any other university in Canada.

To be honest, I don’t think anybody knows, neither ourselves nor the 
people concerned about this, what other universities do. They may have two 
or three other universities in mind. So I would just like to satisfy myself that 
York students are getting the same kind of information that students (attend
ing universities) are generally getting. I want them to feel confident that the 
money is, in fact, going for things that are important to the student body. And 
I have nothing to hide. So as soon as we can write to the major universities 
we’ll draw up a list of the results of our research and we’ll adhere to good 
practice.

Excal: What is your opinion of student government at York, and ultimately, 
what will be the effect of the White Paper?
Arthurs: I do have a sense that student government at York has been plagued 
for as long as I can remember with debates about what it should be when it 
grew up. Constitutional questions have so often pre-empted all other consid
erations that they haven’t actually always gotten around to doing the things 
that they want to do and which we would like them to do. There have been
constant tensions about our colleges — affiliated or not affiliated with CYSF__
or is this one or that one in or out, and what are the terms.. .

I really wanted to stop that discussion. The purpose of all student govern
ment is to serve the students by providing more advocacy with representation, 
with services, with leadership — that’s the function.

I didn’t want to get involved. It wasn’t my idea to start with, but I inherited 
an ongoing debate. I got involved out of the genuine conviction that student 
governments could do a whole lot of good. But the way to focus them 
programmes, activities, and advocacy is to have them stop talking about their 
constitution. So, I hope now that there will be a period of at least some years
when strengthened student government — focused student government_
will really do a good job for students in this university. I think it will.

Excal: In roughly three years, a review of the White Paper’s regulations will 
take place. What state do you think student government will be in at that time?
Arthurs: I hope [student government] will be strengthened and more effec
tive. I think it will be good for the students. It will coincide with heightened 
activity, I hope, at the college level, with the opening of the new Student 
Centre, with the new residences, and with some work we are doing on 
improving the cultural milieu of the campus. So it will be really important to 
have strong student government when the whole tempo of activity is picking 
up. I think students can be important leaders in the new sense of community 
life that we are developing.

. . there has 
been a long 
history of 
apathy and 
ineffective 
attempts by 
central student 
governments to 
penetrate the 
life of the 
student body. I 
hope that is 
changing for 
lots of reasons

Excal: You originally set a standard of 10 per cent voter turnout for referen
dums. But in the final paper you opted not to include any such figures. Why not?
Arthurs: Tammy and Lee Wiggins (President fo the Graduate Students 
Association), said to me, “Don’t get hung up on a particular percentage.” A 
percentage is a way of testing that the referendum isn’t a sham and that there is 
some genuine attention paid to the wishes of the people who are going to be 
levied. They said, “Why don’t we sit down to see if we can find other ways to 
ensure that any given referendum isn’t a sham?” And I said, “Of course, let’s 
do that.”

So that’s what is going to happen. Things that have been suggested are the 
amount of advertising, number of polling stations, and hours of access. And 
those things might equally serve as guarantees that a referendum isn’t just 
whisked through in the dead of night.

Excal: Ten per cent of the student body seems to be a small number of votersfor 
a referendum. Nevertheless, as Tammy and Lee stated— and you agreed— it is 
unrealistic to expect that amount of voter turnout.

Arthurs: It is pretty sad if we can’t count on 10 per cent of the people turning 
out. I think that there is a bit of a chicken and egg problem here. The only 
reason 10 per cent is problematic is because there has been a long history of 
apathy and ineffective attempts by central student governments to penetrate 
the life of the student body. I hope that is changing for lots of reasons, not just 
because of the White Paper, but for lots of other reasons. And I hope that in 
the future, 10 per cent will look like a minimal turnout.

The fact of the matter is that I was looking into a recommendation of a 20 
per cent standard. That is what Provost Gilmor and the Student Relations 
Committee had recommended as well. I moved it down to 10 in the White 
Paper.

>>

on

Excal: There was considerable concern about the Deans and Masters having too 
much control over the new Faculty and College Student Activities Funds. How
ever, you seemed to address these concerns in the White Paper with the inclusion 
of a number of obligations for the Deans and Masters to consult their respective 
student governments.

Arthurs: Well, I work the Deans all the time. I know that they are accounta
ble people. I know that they are used to having to tell the relevant vice
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Daniel To, MBA 1
1) Yes I am.

2) I’m not sure. It’s a debate in this 2) Opportunities, money, benefits 
election.

Amy Turcotte, English/Mass Comm 2
1) No I’m not.
2) Mulroney’s way of selling us out.

Greg Helm, BBA 3
1) No I’m not.

Bruce Mesman, visitor — Vancouver
1) Not Mulroney’s free trade.
2) The breakdown of discriminatory 
tariffs.

Andrew Nisker, Film 1
1) Yes, I am.
2) Good question.

and the future of Canada.

EARN UP TO $10,000
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES

THE UPPER 
ROOM

with Brother Stu 
hard-driving gospel music

MONDAYS 8-9 pm
CHRY 1055 FM

LOADING / UNLOADING CDC
Counselling & Development Centre

WE CAN HELP• 3-5 HRS./DAY APPROX.• EXCELLENT WAGES
• FULL COMPENSATION MON. - FRI.

Personal Counselling 

Groups and Workshops 

Learning Skills

Self-Change and Management 

Self-Help Centre 

University Skills Series

Community Mental Health 
Consultation

•VARIETY OF SHIFTSBENEFITS

WE’RE UPS, AND WHEN IT COMES TO PART-TIME 
POSITIONS THAT OFFER FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES, 

TOP WAGES AND COMPANY BENEFITS,
WE REALLY DELIVER.

Room 145
Behavioural Sciences Building

736-5297

LOOKING FOR ACTION?

%
/

cfy/K -n16in r» • i y
ir

x EXPERIENCE THE 
ULTIMATE SURVIVAL GAME
• Enjoy the hottest new sport of 

“Capture the Flag"
• Groups of 10, 20, 30, or more!
• Weekdays/Weekends
• Price includes all necessary 

equip. & BBQ hotdogs/burgers
• Residences, Clubs, Companies, 

You name it!
• Scheduled games are played 

Rain or Shine Year Round

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
FOR PART-TIME WORK AT
2900 STEELES AVENUE.
(between 12 noon - 9 pm, Mon - Fri)

le ee
2B

APPLY AT JOB TABLE IN 
CENTRAL SQUARE

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER • M/F

DON’T MISS OUT!
RESERVATIONS

CALL NOW
(416) 789-4420

MUST BE 18 YEARS TO PLAY
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Answer: Conrad and Marks. All players who drink Canadian have numbers divisible by 12.
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B y GEORGE FALUSbe as great as one might expçet because of our strong 
belief In Canada in paying people to stay in areas where 
there Is little prospect of employment. In my opinion, the 
major benefits will be in terms of the quality of and 
remuneration for Jobs, rather than in the quantity of jobs. 
Also, as Canadian producers reap productivity gains, we 
may expect relatively lower prices for domestically pro
duced goods as well as lower prices for imports. Trade is 
usually mutually advantageous, and the Americans are 
also expected to reap benefits. Evidence from other free 
trade agreement, customs unions, and common markets, 
however. Is that invariably the smaller partner gains the 
most.

There will be benefits in relation to our trade with third 
countries as well. The greater efficiency obtained by pro
ducing for a market of a quarter of a billion people will 
help us compete more effectively in selling our goods to 
Europe and Asia. This may prove very important if the 
European Community turns from the elimination in 
1992 of all internal barriers to trade to the erection of still 
greater barriers to outsiders.

One should not undervalue the prospective benefits to 
Canada from the elimination of trade barriers. Approxi
mately 30 per cent of our national income is generated by 
selling goods and services to foreigners, and most of these 
goods and services (over 91 percent of manufactured end 
products) go to Americans. Reasonable improvements in 
productivity can prove exceptionally beneficial over time 
for the real incomes of Canadians.

Article 401 requires the eventual removal of all tariffs 
between the two countries. Some tariffs are to be removed 
immediately, some in five years, and the rest, those pro
tecting the least efficient industries, in 10 years.

Will the adjustment costs arising out of removing the 
protection from inefficient industries be enormous? No 
respectable studies indicate this. It is difficult to under
stand how Canada can have eliminated about 80 per cent 
of its tariffs over the last 45 years without dire conse
quences but will now suffer catastrophic results from the 
elimination of the few that remain. Given the 10 year 
phase out period and half-reasonable retraining and 
other adjustment policies, the costs should be low. Yes: 
some people over the 10 year period will lose their jobs.

can't oitp.16

CONFaille is a professor in York's Department of Economics.

PRO f|-^o some the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) is simply a 
I commercial deal which begins and ends with trade. 

A. To others it is a far-reaching document which will
alter our national character, fragment and destroy the 
country. Just what is this FTA? What will be its effects?
Why has it provoked such intense, emotional reaction? I 
will try to answer these questions and to set out what
economics can and cannot contribute to deciding anti-dumping and countervail law. Canada is stil subject 
whether the Agreement is good for Canada.

The FTA runs to over 300 pages, with many individual 
provisions dealing with specific Industries or trade prac- escaped the politicized aspects of the countervail. The
ttces, and any summary cannot capture its complexity. new tribunal replaces US courts (which were not accused
Nevertheless, a rough sketch must be made. The FTA has of political distortion): the tribunal only deals with 
two basic thrusts. One removes some trade impediments: appeals against a final duty determination by the US 
phasing out all remaining tariffs on goods over a 10 year International Trade Commission. It was this initial stage 
period, relaxing investment review, removing some barri- where the politics of trade harassment operated and will
ers to trade in services, especially financial services, and still operate, 
making small gains in liberalizing government procure
ment. But, interestingly many existing subsidies, protec
tions and special arrangements remain. The thrust of 
rolling back existing provisions is really not that dra
matic. However, the second thrust of the FTA is more

ay ALLAN SHAPIRO
to US law, we are subject to the omnibus trade bill and the 
US can still pass new countervail laws. And we have notShapiro is a professor in York’s Department of 

Economics.

^---^he free trade debate cannot sink any lower," I 
I thought. "The anti-free traders are predicting 

.X. everything but the plague for Canada ifwe adopt 
free trade." I was wrong! On Saturday night in a debate on 
the agreement my anti-free trade opponent predicted 
that, should the agreement go through, we would have 
private American-owned blood banks distributing AIDS- 
contaminated blood in Canada! Surely it is time to set 
aside the hysteria and examine the case on its merits.

Free trade means the removal of barriers to trade. At its 
narrowest this means the removal of tariff barriers 
between countries. Today it has come to mean the remo
val of non-tariff barriers as well. After the Second World 
War, most nations realized that mutual tariff walls 
around countries impoverished all countries, as well as 
contributed to a preference for military competition 
rather than economic competition. The General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was adopted in 1947 
and world tariff reduction has proceeded steadily. The 
GATT provides for bi-national tariff reduction treaties and 
the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) has been designed to be 
consistent with GATT. For a full appreciation of the FTA 
one has to keep GATT constantly in sight.

Unfortunately as tariff barriers came down, national 
governments, under pressure to maintain employment in 
inefficient uncompetitive industries, began to erect non
tariff barriers to trade. These include countervail (tem
porary quotas or duties against foreign goods deemed to 
threaten domestic industry — applied in a politically 
biased fashion in the USA), and anti-dumping laws (laws 
against foreign suppliers selling goods in a country at 
prices below their domestic costs of production). The 
situation Canada finds itself in today is that while it has 
over the last 45 years eliminated or reduced to almost 
insignificant levels most of its tariffs with the United 
States, the USA has resorted more and more to the use of 
politically structured non-tariff barriers to discourage the 
import of Canadian goods. The American laws with 
respect to NTB’s are not unusual and not inconsistent 
with GATT, but their application has been Incredibly dis
torted by the pressures that American industries have 
been able to apply to American decision makers.

What are the benefits Canada may expect to reap from 
free trade in the broader sense of removal of all barriers to 
trade, including NTB's? Much public discussion has 
focussed solely on tariff removal. But Canadian-US tariffs 
are already very low on average: 4.5 percent against US 
goods and 2.8 percent against Canadian goods. And the 
remaining tariffs are likely to be virtually eliminated in 
any case under GATT auspices by the turn of the century. 
It is the non-tariff barriers which prevent us from obtain
ing the benefits set out below.

With all tariff and non-tariff barriers removed, Cana
dian producers will be able to specialize more in the pro
duction of goods in which they have a comparative advan
tage. This means longer production runs and less 
individual product diversification (the Auto-Pact manif
ests this perfectly). With the economies of scale arising 
out of longer production runs, we should expect higher 
productivity, higher employment, higher real wages, and 
higher incomes generally. Almost all economic studies 
confirm these benefits. The employment effects may not

tt

What will be the effects of the FTA? Forecasts, even by 
the strongest supporters of the Agreement, suggest an 
increase in real Gross National Expenditure (GNE) of 
about 2.5 per cent and a net increase of250,000jobs after 
10 years. And even these predictions require am assump
tion of an extraordinary increase in manufacturing pro-open-ended.

The spirit of the Agreement is to renounce the use of many ductivtty. This increase is simply assumed: it does not 
policy instruments in the future; it is to curtail further govern
ment interventions into the economy. The FTA has been aptly 
labelled an "economic constitution:" it is a constitution which 
limits the role of government And the United States will now be
involved in our choices about our government's role. The Uni ted significantly in the absence of the FTA because of US
States is accorded national treatment in uanaaa — us protectionism and trade harassment. Evidence suggests
firms will be treated as Canadian. In future Canada must that this is not true. The Economic Council of Canada
notify the United States of any measure which might forecast a decline of 0.2 per cent In GNE under a no FTA-trade
materially affect the operation of the FTA and a Canada- harassment scenario. The surge in US protectlon-
United States Trade Commission will analyze the mea- ism is already waning and is embodied in the omnibus
sure, rule whether it affects the Agreement and even move trade bill to which we are already subject. The regulations
it to binding arbitration. And finally, the FTA commits the on auto trade would likely change without the FTA but
parties to harmonizing standards and to developing more these changes are already embodied in the FTA And the
effective rules and disciplines regarding government worry about protectionism shows a misunderstanding of
subsidies.

The striking exception to the thrust of renouncement is tionist forces, but at the same time it creates free trade
forces. The US realizes it will need to run trade surpluses 
in the future and that this is best pursued in the long-run 
by free trade. Protectionism manifests itself at the level of 
the Congressional district, free trade at the presidential 
level and the executive branch controls much of international

plained that others are playing on the fears of the elderly, A donnybrook of sorts did occur. In what was univer- trade policy. The next few years will see a continuation of a
for example. To him they are "one of the most defenseless sally called an "electrifying" exchange by the media, Mul- balance The uswtll pursue free trade but not hesitate to protect
groups" in Canadian society. How quickly he seems to roney and Turner engaged in a raucus dispute over each selectively many industries on many occasions
have forgotten the reaction following attempts to de- other's patriotism. Many Canadians, it should be pointed Paradoxically, the FTA will probably increase US trade
index pensions! Pensioners showed just how resourceful out, found the confrontation pathetic, laughable, and dis- harassment during the next five to seven years when a
they can be when their interests are placed at risk. They tasteful. Meanwhile Broadbent was purportedly “squeezed- new set of rules regarding subsidies and coutervail are
also constitute an impressive bloc of voters. Similar out." This impression is not shared by NDP supporters. negotiated. Every US interest group will have an incentive
dynamics have developed whenever free trade has been Moreover, there is no justification for the media to main- to launch a countervail case to dramatize its claim that a
linked, directly or by implication, with domestic tain that the debates’ primary utility in guidng voting Canadian government programme is an unfair subsidy, 
programmes. decisions rests on journalistic perceptions of leader In evaluating the small gains in national income, which

Polls and informal samples suggest that the public performance. likely would result from the FTA a number of points must
remains confused about the free trade issue, especially If not a knock-out punch, perhaps there was a gaffe? A tæ made. First, recent developments in international 
the pact's effects on employment, investment, and pro- gaffe is (to borrow the media's use of sports metaphors) trade theory have demonstrated that free trade is not
ductivlty. This seems inconceivable in the face of so much an unforced error that severely tarnished a leader’s image, always the best economic policy: numerous papers now
coverage devoted to the subject. Every possible angle has It is also over-rated. By most accounts, the occupant of the demonstrate how managed trade may be a better policy
been exploited and, in something of a departure, a wide Oval Office has fewer brain cells than jelly beans. Ronald than free trade. A quotation from a literature survey by a
array of experts has been trooped before the public. Econ- Reagan does enjoy the unshakable loyalty of right-wing leading international trade theorist reveals this startling
omists who have not been commissioned to write an arti- Republicans by virtue of his ideological stance. The media change. It there were an Economists Creed, it would
cle for the press must have difficulty looking colleagues in and public, to an appreciable extent, have been won over surely contain the affirmations 1 understand the princi-

by the President's amiable disposition and America-first ple °f comparative advantage and I advocate free trade
convictions. His blunders are therefore generously • • - Yet the case for free trade is more in doubt than at any
overlooked time since the 1817 publication of Ricardo's Principles of

The relaxation of standards by which Reagan is mea- Political Economy. Second, even when economic analy-
sured as a leader has possibly been replicated in Canada. s*s reveals there are gains in national income from a
At any rate, the Prime Minister did commit an extraordi- policy, economics cannot tell us whether on balance the
nary error that was conveniently ignored by the bulk of policy is a good thing. Some people will gain and some
the press. You will recall this moment during the second 
debate. Broadbent pointed out that many advocacy 
groups were not enamoured of the Government’s child 

legislation. Mulroney scoffed at their "expertise,” 
boasting that he had consulted women in his cabinet.
This slip has not rebounded to apparent disadvantage in 
the campaing. But it will undoubtedly complicate rela- ^ 
tions with the same interest groups should Mulroney 
form the next government.

The media equivalent of a spin-doctor is a pundit A 
pundit is a senior journalist who is adept at furnishing 
answers to anything.

Pundits have expressed alarm at the negative tone of

flow out of the logic of the model. Many studies show 
much smaller gains, even losses. The economic gains 
from the deal are very small.

But perhaps Canadian national income would decline

FREE TRADE
the politics of trade. The US trade deficit creates protec-

Campaign coverage of deal epitomizes media’s deficiencies
By ROBERT EVERETT
Mr. Everett teaches Mass Media and Politics in the 
Department of Political Science at York.

phrases. While Journalists are snacking on these treats, 
however, the flavour and substance of politics is often 
missed.

m lthough the final, decisive poll remains to be taken, Th,s is not contend that media control campaign 
/X it is not too early to reflect on lessons already agendas. Just the opposite is true. Conventional parties

A. Jklearned from the current election campaign, (those represented in Parliament, but particularly the two 
Signs indicate that another less-than-edifylng political oldest ones) exert almost unchallenged authority over 
” what is read, seen, and heard of the campaign. Once they

have tumbled to the ways of the media, it is relatively easy
exercise is now concluding.

Some surprises have emerged. Pollsters were aston
ished by the mid-campaign surge in the fortunes of the for party strategists to dictate the flow of information. For
Liberal Party. Never had voter surveys detected a swing of their part the media gladly foresake independence in 
such dramatic dimensions. Until subsequent polls con- return for a steady, secure stream of leader-initiated
firmed initial findings, poll-takers feared for their profes- events. . ,
sional credibility. With a sharp upturn for the Conserva- As a result, the debate is narrowly defined and partici- 
tlves at the outset of the campaign, a second major pation is severely constricted. Coverage of this election 
movement was also uncharacteristic, indeed unprece- has expanded to some extent. Nevertheless, contributions
dented. Under the special influence of the debates, vote from experts outside the leading parties, interest group 
volatility has assumed arresting proportions. representatives and other candidates have been infre-

Voting behaviour specialists eagerly anticipated this quent and limited. Journalists themselves have grown 
year’s results for two reasons. The previous federal elec- more emboldened. Tabloid-style commentary is not 
tion hinted at the makings of a profound realignment of uncommon, even among reporters accompanying leaders 
Quebec's partisan orientation. The virtual Tory sweep of 38 they roam the country. Yet few stray from the bound- 
the province went against the grain of a long Liberal- ries set by media fascination with performance and 
dominated history. But was this conversion a simple process, 
anomoty, evidence of Quebec's preference for home grown 
leaders regardless of ideology, or an authentic, adiding 
repudiation of traditional attachments? Monday’s 
results will provide more food for thought.

A number of observers, not least Ed Broadbent, believed 
they could read portents of the New Democratic Party's 
long-sought break-through in Parliament. Broadbent's 
durable popularity and the party’s occassionally lofty 
standings inspired great expectations. Although regional 
variations still bode well for the NDP (especially in British 
Columbia), party support has been settling near custom- 
aiy levels of voter sympathy. Any gains are likely to be 
progressive rather than explosive.

Inevitably, the role of the mass media will loom large in 
all analyses of the campaign's outcome. Politicians and Perhaps nothing illustrates these deficiencies so well as
party strategists will naturally be tempted to blame the the emergence of free trade as the definitive issue of the
press for any disappointments they suffer. They will be campaign.
right to criticize the media but for the wrong reasons. Conservatives have been taken aback by this emphasis. 
Evaluations of the press should not be confined to specu- They should not have been. Canadian relations with the 
lation about impact upon personal triumphs or defeats. United States have always evoked passions or understan- 
Something more fundamental has been at stake: the dable caution. A good deal of Canadian public policy 
health of Canadian democracy. reflects tensions inherent in the relationship. Opposition

The media have a vital responsibility in the political to free trade has certainly not been confined to ‘Toronto 
system, one that is only sharpened at crucial intervals literatti.” a pet target of John Crosbie. It is widely dtstrib- 
such as campaigns. They are charged with providing a uted and grounded in a host of concerns, 
full, flair account of salient issues and alternative plat
forms, without suspending their own judgements.

the eye.
Beyond the daunting lenth of the treaty, there are a 

variety of reasons for the state of the public mind. Free 
trade's benefits cannot be confidently predicted, even by 
advocates. At its most sophisticated, the debate is still

‘Every possible angle of free trade has been exploited and a 
wide array of experts has been trooped before the public. 
Economists who have not been commissioned to write an 
article for the press must have difficulty looking colleagues 
in the eye *
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THE FUTURE GREAT REPUBLIC.care
,,-v A Vh* Annexation of the Dominion of Canada Would Add Tuent' 

men States and Territories.
i i>:fill Xns %o
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iBffi speculative. Two consequences appear to have followed

from this aspect First of all. crystal-ball gazing has dis- the campaign. Rather like school children endlessly
tracted from tangible differences between contending repeating their first naughty word, commentators are
parités Secondly, the vacuum has invited politicians to appalled by the mud being slung. John A Macdonald and
Indulge in exaggerated partisan impulses. his contemporaries must be chortling. Throughout their

But to makereal sense of this year's campaign it has tightly controlled campaign itineraries, leaders surface
proven necessary to acqure fluency in spinnish. the lan- almost exclusively at partisan gatherings. Their job is to
guage spoken by spin-doctors and journalists. As if in exhort the faithful, countering the effects of canvass
anticipation of freer trade with the Americans, myste- fatique. slammed doors, and disheartening polls. Enthu-
rious sninnish slang has crept into Canadian journalism siasm is not whipped up by lines like Well, we 11 probably
from across the border lose, but that’s all right, the other parties are better than

It goes without saying that "spin-doctor" is a pejorative us anyway." The innocents of the press gallery are
term, used to describe a person who attempts to put a offended by the rough and tumble. They might as easily
fabourable gloss on events for the benefit of journalists. ignore it, and invest the extra time in examining party
Although practitioners of the art set out to manipulate, manifestos. .... . , . „„„ .
reporters are unable to resist the lively, albeit racuous In many ways the election campaign of 1988 has been 
copy they serve up unique. Flee trade’s ultimate domination of the agenda

One thing spin doctors look for is a knock-out punch. has few historical parallels, and they are lodged deep 
This happens when a candidate lands a blow so dévastai- within Canadians' political memory,
ing that an adversary’s campaign is destroyed. Why sea- it may be the case that some voters will take this oppor-
soned parliamentary debaters should be vulnerable to tunity to delcare who they think is “lying" about free
them is not clear. Nevertheless, Turner’s fumbling of Mul- trade. The question of truthfulness has wider implica-
roney's patronage charges was alleged to be 1984’s knock- tions. Once again, mass media coverage of the campaign Thjs ^ appeared in the Dec. 1, 1888, issue Of the
out punch. Conventional wisdom holds that none was has concealed as much as it has revealed, and offered an
delivered this time around. incomplete picture of the political process.
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% In response, the Conservatives have insisted that there 

are no passages in the pact itself that imperi 1 Canadian 
It is, to be sure, a delicate balance. The foremost sovereignty or the integrity of social programmes. This, of 

requirement in ensuring that this task is accomplished is course, precisely misses the point. Words on the printed 
sensitivity to the position they occupy. Parties will adopt page have not aroused these fears. It is the spirit behind 
strategies that are best suited to prevailing media practi- the initiative, the timing and the character of the spon- 
ces. Consequently, conscious appreciation of the manner soring Government that has galvanized opponents. A 
in which they condition campaign tactics is imperative, “simple commercial document" would not have triggered 
Journalists cannot pose as neutral ciphers when the alarms unless it was viewed as part of comprehensive 
nature of reporting indelibly stamps the political process, economic strategy by a Cabinet with broader ambitions.

If the media demonstrate an appetite for conflict, con- Although the media have often neglected this factor, 
troversy, charm, or colour the parties will lay out a ban- many people understand free trade as am extension of 
quet spread to satisfy every craving. Need a sound-bite to domestic policies. Parties in opposition to the FTA have 
chew on? Here’s another morsel off the shelf of stock adjusted accordingly. Michael Wilson has lately com-
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Hockey Yeomen grab first in Central Division
scoring two minutes into the game 
and goals by Rob Crocock, Mike 
Futa, and Brian MacDonald fol
lowed before the period was over.

In the second period the Voya
geurs neutralized the York attack. 
Neven Kardum made it 5-1 halfway 
through the period, but Laurentian’s 
Jasmin Breton cut the lead to three.

In the third, York scored six more 
against Laurentian goalie Peter Gib
son. Ken Brimmer opened, and Futa 
and Kardum each added their 
second of the night before the period 
was five minutes old.

The Yeomen showed no signs of 
mercy for the Voyageurs and added 
three more goals in the last five min
utes of the game. Curtis Coyne and 
Kent Brimmer both scored their 
second goals of the night and Mike 
Faglioli added another to close out 
the scoring.

York coach Graham Wise is 
pleased not only with the team’s 
offensive prowess, but also with 
improved defensive play.

“My main concern [this season] 
has been our defensive play,” said 
Wise. “We’ve made a step in the 
right direction.”

The three victories leave the Yeo
men with a record of 8-2-1. How
ever, undefeated Western has played 
two fewer games than the Yeomen.

Wise says his team is taking the 
season one game at a time and that 
his main concern is to get a sold 
effort from his players every night.

The Yeomen resume action at the 
Ice Palace tonight when they host the 
Laurier Golden Hawks at 7:30.

third. A weak shot by Curtis Coyne 
made it 8-3 York and that was all for 
Murray, who was replaced by Nel
son Durante. A Bill Maguire shot 
from the point completed York’s 
scoring.

"We were fortunate to have the 
3-1 lead,” said Rams coach Jim 
Cairns. “We didn’t execute well in 
any period.”

The game was not without inci
dents as both teams were heavily 
penalized throughout. With 21 
seconds left in the game, a fight 
broke out between York’s Ian Fer
guson and Ryerson’s Darren Natius. 
Referee Jim Houston handed a five- 
minute fight penalty to each player, 
which carries an automatic one- 
game suspension.

Saturday night’s game against 
Windsor was tame by comparison. 
Both teams played like they had bet
ter things to do. The result was a 4-2 
yawner in York’s favour.

The Lancers opened the scoring 
in the first period to take the 1-0 lead, 
but York charged back with two in 
the second. Mike Faglioli and Mike 
Futa scored for York, but Ken 
Minello tallied for Windsor to notch 
the game at two. In the third, York 
took the lead on a Curtis Coyne goal. 
Brian MacDonald sealed the victory 
with an empty-net goal.

York’s second game in 24 hours 
produced an 11-2 beating of the 
Laurentian Voyageurs Sunday 
afternoon.

York grabbed a 4-1 first period 
lead against an overmatched Voya
geur squad. Curtis Coyne opened the

By “HOWIE" MARR

Three consecutive wins in four 
nights have the hockey Yeomen back 
on top in the OUAA Central 
Division.

The Yeomen returned to the Ice 
Palace for three games last week, 
hoping to make amends for a 12-4 
humiliation suffered at the hands of 
the Trois Rivieres Patriotes.

York didn’t disappoint as they 
opened the homestead with a 9-6 vic
tory over the Ryerson Rams Thurs
day night. The Yeomen were the 
beneficiaries of a five-goal second 
period outburst that carried them to 
victory.

The previously undefeated Rams 
jumped out to a 3-1 first period lead, 
after Brian MacDonald opened the 
scoring early in the game. But Paul 
Kosiancic tied the score with two 
Yeomen in the penalty box. Greg 
Roberts had been penalized five 
minutes for holding, and teammate 
Bill Maguire joined him one minute 
later he assessed a double minor.

The Rams added two more goals 
by Jamie Hidi and Jim Luciuk 
before the period was over.

But York began its comeback 11 
seconds into the second period. Kent 
Brimmer netted his first of three on 
the night to open the barrage. 
Brimmer scored his second, Mike 
Futa added two, and Randy Walker 
contributed a single as the Yeomen 
took a 6-3 lead.

Early in the third, York continued 
to dominate Ryerson. Brimmer beat 
goalie Mark Murray to collect his

:
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HOCKEY YEOMEN back on top

Waterpolo team’s hopes sunk
game of the tournament, the Yeo
men handed the Carleton Ravens a 
7-1 drubbing. Once again Lisus led 
the Yeomen, netting three goals. 
Hickstein, Collins, John Bonin and 
alternate captain Ross Macdonald 
each tallied singles for the York side.

Rookie Yeomen keeper Oliver 
Flaser was a standout in the York 
net. Turning back numerous scoring 
opportunities, Flaser had the Raven 
forwards eating crow.

In Sunday’s contests, the Yeomen 
met Ottawa and RMC, the best and

cont'd on p. 13

ay RANDY UGOLINI There are two crossover tourna
ments in OUAA waterpolo action. In 
each, the five West division teams 
fact the four teams from the East in 
order to determine the overall 
standings.

In their first game, the Yeomen 
downed the Queen’s Golden Gaels 
7-5. York Captain John Lisus lead 
the team with two goals. Also scor
ing for York were Mike Hickstein 
and Roger Williams with two apiece 
while Stefan Collin rounded out the 
York scoring.

In their second and probably best

“It was a pretty good finish to a not 
so wonderful season,” explained 
Yeomen waterpolo coach Kevin 
Jones.

The Yeomen won three of four 
games in last weekend’s final round- 
robin crossover tournament of the 
’88 season. However, it was a case of 
too little too late as the Yeomen were 
edged out of the final OUAA playoff 
spot by the fifth place Waterloo 
Warriors. York finished the season 
with a six and 10 record, just one 
point behind the 6-9-1 Warriors.

Goaltending woes 
hurt hockey women

minute of play. The goaltending 
efforts of McCollum were hin
dered by a spotty York defense.

Toronto coach Dave McMaster 
felt the result was not indicative of 
York’s play.

“We’re not 10 goals better,” he 
said. “They had tremendous diffi
culty. With a regular goalie, it 
should be very even.”

In exhibition play the Blues had 
only edged the Yeowomen by a 
3-1 score.

McMaster was impressed with 
York captain Kim Downard. 
“Kim is playing the best I’ve 
seen,” he said. "She demonstrates 
leadership on and off the ice.”

Maybury praised Clayton’s 
shooting ability. She said it was 
the team’s positional play that 
cost them the game. Maybury 
feels that Queen’s will be one of 
the league’s stronger teams, but 
declined to speculate how York 
will fare this year.

“We’re a better team,” she said. 
“A lot of little mistakes hurt us.”

York’s next game is in Guelph 
against the Gryphons on 
Thursday.

By PAMELA JARVIS

With both regular goaltenders 
injured, the hockey Yeowomen 
found themselves on the wrong 
end of a 10-0 score in their season 
opener last Thursday night 
against the Toronto Varsity 
Blues.

Prior to game time, Yeowomen 
coach Deb Mayberry called for
ward Angie McCollum to fill in 
between the pipes for York.

“Angie did a good job. She 
faced a lot of shots,” said 
Maybury.

The Blues opened the scoring 
late in the first period and added 
another on a three-on-nothing 
breakaway with 20 seconds left in 
the period.

In the second period U of T 
added three more goals. A couple 
of Chris Clayton slapshots were 
the only sustained attack the 
Yeowomen could muster.

In the third period the floor- 
gates opened as the Lady Blues 
tucked away five more goals, 
which included a power-play 
marker and two goals in the last

JOIN
PREPARE FOR:

LSAT GMAI 
MCAT SAT 
GRE DAT

FOR APPROX. 3 HOURS WORK A DAY
If you are 21 years of age or over and have extra time on your hands YOU 
COULD EARN EXTRA MONEY. The average school route takes only approx. 3 
hours out of your day and there is no need to hire a babysitter as you may take 
your child with you.SPEEDREADING
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• If you have a valid driving 
licence.

• Full training provided by 
competent staff (including a 
Defensive Driving Course).ADVANCED

MEDICAL
BOARDS • Work shifts, or attend class 

with time before or after 
classes or work.

• A 5-day work week gives you 
Saturdays, Sundays & 
Holidays free.

1KAPLAN 120 Doncaster, Thornhill30 Heritage Rd„ Markham por More Information, Call
294-5104

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
OF CANADA LTD. 764-6662unnnnnn (for North York routes)(routes available in Richmond 

Hill, Thornhill, Unionville and 
Markham areas)___________

(416)967-4733
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SPORT SPOTLIGHT: York’s Creelman Waterpolo
team sunkBy PAMELA JARVIS 

York is the home of one of the 
nation’s premiere field hockey 
players.

Sharon Creelman, a world-class 
veteran of the international and uni
versity field hockey circuits, is also 
the star sweeper of the York field 
hockey team.

Despite having picked up her stick 
only eight years ago, Creelman has 
mapped a surprisingly quick rise to 
the top of international field hockey. 
Her playing career includes selection 
to numerous high-performance 
teams and two trips to the Olympic 
Games.

She has been a provincial and 
Canadian all-star in all of her play
ing years. She was recently named 
CIAU athlete of the week and Mol- 
son player of the month at York. 
Creelman’s university field hockey 
career culminated last week with a 
bronze medal finish for the Yeowo
men at the national field hockey 
championships.

“My only regret is not winning a 
national championship,” said 
Creelman.

Creelman switched from ice to 
field hockey while living in St. John, 
New Brunswick. According to 
Creelman, “My parents thought the 
boys were getting too big.”

Creelman played her first year of 
university eligibility at the Univer
sity of New Brunswick under coach 
Joyce Slipp.

After the UNB season, Creelman 
was selected to the senior national 
team. She then left school to go to 
the World Cup. Creelman moved to 
Toronto where she worked and

trained over the next two years for 
the Los Angeles Olympics.

“There was a lot of pressure at LA, 
especially from the media, because 
we were expected to win a medal,” 
said Creelman.

In 1988 it was off to the Seoul 
Olympic Games. “We went in sixth 
and came out sixth,” Creelman said. 
“There was less pressure than in LA. 
The expectations were lower because 
we were the underdogs.”

“She’s one of the most respected 
players in the country,” said Sandra 
Levy, a York Olympian who has 
played off and on with Creelman 
since ’83. “Sharon gives 100 per cent 
for everything,” Levy said. “Her 
stickwork is phenomenal. . . some
times you get caught watching. She’s 
a role model for less experienced 
players.”

York teammate Joel Brough 
added, “When you see Sharon play, 
you want to play harder — up to that 
same standard.”

Yeowomen Captain Dale Peltola 
feels that Creelman “leads by exam
ple.” She describes Creelman as the 
team’s “quarterback.

“She initiates all attack. Then 
she can turn around, analyse the 
game, and make changes.”

Creelman came to York in fall ’84 
to play under the national coaching 
duo of Marina van der Merwe and 
Kathy Broderick. Creelman feels the 
York field hockey programme is a 
success because of the recruiting 
efforts of the coaching staff. She 
enjoys playing at York because “it 
has given me opportunity for 
improvement. It was a situation 
where I could show what I had

. worst teams in the east respectively.
The Yeomen were outclassed by 

the powerful Ottawa team in their 
first game of the day. Although they 
trailed the Gee-Gees by one at the 
end of the first quarter, the Yeomen 
ended up bowing out 12-4.

“Regardless of the score, we 
played quite well," explained Jones. 
’Ottawa is a strong team. But we just 

ran out of gas.”
Notching the Yeomen goals were 

Hickstein and Macdonald with two 
apiece.

In their final game, the Yeomen 
avenged their Ottawa defeat by 
crushing the lowly RMC Redmen 14- 
3. Shing for the Yeomen was Mac
donald who potted six goals in the 
first two quarters before being taken 
out in order to give the other players 
a chance at the easy RMC gravy.

Collin picked up the slack, scoring 
three while Lisus added two. Willi
ams and rookies Brian Gogarty and 
Mike Rahal added singles to com
plete York’s scoring, 

h The Yeomen end their ’88 
§ in sixth place, the same as in ’87. 
g However, with eight rookies on the 
1 thirteen man squad, ’88 is considered 
uj a rebuilding year.

“We have a lot of rookies on the 
team,” said Jones. “But these play
ers are experienced because we try to 
get them into the games whether 
we’re winning or losing.”

With four of his seven starters 
returning next year, Jones believes 
his team will be OUAA contenders in 
’89. “With our returning veterans we 
have the making of a strong team.”
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SHARON CREELMAN(CIAU player of the week) and Coach
learned at nationals.”

With the York season over, 
Creelman hopes to stay fit and play 
in the 1990 World Cup in Sydney.

reture too early, but feels “it’s harder 
to stay there once you get there.

“I play because I enjoy the game 
so much and feel that I am still get- 

“The game changes so fast that ting better,” said Creelman. “I will 
you can’t be assured of a position,” play as long as I feel I can contribute 
Creelman said. She doesn’t wasnt to to the game.”
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Operated by York Computing ServicesProf. John Drown, will be at
York University to
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Business at the University of 
A1 berta.

- November 25, 1988
- 9 : 30 a.m.-4 : 00 p.m.
- Admin. Studies Bldg.

Rn.036
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Organlzat lona1 Analysis.
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TBM "MEM 25
V 640K RAM of Memory
V Colour MonitorV 1 - 3.5" Diskette Drives
V Enhanced KeyboardV 20MB Hard Disk

Only $ 2,383.00

V 640K RAM of MemoryV Monochrome Monitor
V Enhanced KeyboardV 2 - 3.5" Diskette Drives

V 640K RAM of MemoryV Monochrome MonitorV Enhanced KeyboardV 1 - 3.5" Diskette DrivesV 20MB Hard Disk

Only $ 2,053.00 Only $ 2,131.00

V 640K RAM of MemoryV Colour Monitor
V 2 - 3.5" Diskette DrivesV Enhanced Keyboard

nly $ 1,779.00

TTIGER’S
CAFE } FREEStudent Special IBM DOS 4.0...................... .«$ 140.00 Value

Ah
Microsoft Works.......

Receive: * With the purchase
of any Model 25Offer good until Nov. 15,1988 $ 199.00 Value

12 Kensington Ave. Zenith SuperSnort 286 Portable
V 1MB RAM MemoryV Supertwist LCD 
\f 1 - 3.5" Diskette Drive V Battery Pack

Micro York Regular Price Special While Quantities Ijast

$ 5, 589.00

Zenith SuperSport 80C88 PortableV MS-DOS 3.21V Battery Pack
1 V 40MB Hard DiskV MS-DOS 3.21

V 640K RAM Memory
V Supertwist LCD
V 2 - 3.5" Diskette Drive V Real Time Clock

593-8872
LICENSED LLB.O.

Special While Quantities iMstMicro York Regular Price

$ 5,199.00$ 2,339.00TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE 
IN KENSINGTON MARKET

$ 2,099.00
Apple Macint

\1 MB RAM MemoryV Mouse
V 1 - 3.5" Diskette Drive

osh Plu
T\ Micro York Low Price 

$ 1, 999.00
Optional 20MB Hard Disk $ 904.00

HyperCard Software 
V Monochrome screenWhy try the rest, 

When Tiger's is the best!!
§§£££ Microsoft Quick Basic $ 

Microsoft Word (Mac) $ 
Microsoft C V5.1 $

65.00 1200 Baud Modem 
120.00 2400 Baud Modem 

$415.00 IBM Proprinter II 
NEC P2200 Printer 
Microsoft Mouse 
Logitech Bus Mouse 
Sony 3.5" Diskette (10) $ 25.95 
Sony 5.25" Diskette (10)$ 13.95 
KAO 3.5" Diskette (10) $ 21.95

! 179.00
289.00 

$ 522.00
565.00
120.00 

$ 129.00

Printer Paper 
Regular 3300 sheetsTROPICAL FRUIT DRINKS 

VEGETARIAN FOODS 
CARIBBEAN FOODS

or
Microsoft Quick C 
Borland Quattro 
Borland Turbo Pascal $ 85.00 
WordPerfect V5.0 
WordPerfect V4.2 
WordPerfect (Mac) $ 165.00

! !65.00
199.00

Clean edge 2300 sheets 
only $ 22.50

Special
GW Basic $ 15.00

While QueeUllee I-ait

We carry many 
more Products!!!

I 225.00
205.00

Jjjy RaggaeCf 
Calypso Music

HOURS: 11 a.m. until. . .

?
Store Hours for October lo December 

Monday & Thursday 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday & Wednesday 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Friday 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Free Delivery on York Campus

^tUBLApple University ConsortiumT data
systei*

Authorized Zenith DealerApple Authorized Dealer

Prices and availability subject to 
change without notice.PARTY ROOM : available for all occasions

IBM ad PS72 we irginned trmA muta at bitamsbanel Buenos Machines Ospontin Ztnidi ad de Zenith DeJneuits cd Zenilh Pals Systran.
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“Let Us Choose” brings home conscription issue

By CATHI GRAHAM ------------------------------------------------------------------------ J

: .•

\Performance art? Okay, maybe 
once, just to see what it’s all about.

What it’s about is communica
tion, as Scott Marsden demonstrated 
when he performed “Let Us 
Choose” at the IDA Gallery here on 
campus November 8. The twenty- 
minute piece of multi-media art 
brought home the issue of conscrip
tion in South Africa to an audience 
of approximately fifty people. The 
crowd, although small, watched the 
relay of visual imagery intently.

Marsden, a graduate student in 
Fine Arts at York, began his perfor
mance by stepping forward and stat
ing as though it were nothing 
extraordinary, “I will handcuff 
myself now.” Once bound and 
gagged, Marsden’s body became his 
only source of expression, aside from 
the dual slide images and tape- 
recorded voices which accompanied 
the performance. Within a cage-like 
structure he strutted and posed to 
beat of Afrikan voices expounding 
upon the violence in black town
ships. The taped messages con
tinued, oscillating between militant 
assertions, alien feminist voices cri
ticizing the dynamics of power, and 
more analytical statements about the 
state of affairs. As these auditroy 
signals switched, so too did the slides 
and the poses of our “captive” to 
maintain an overall, fast-moving.
Within this context of multi-media, 
the essence of the piece emerged.

Since 1961 there has been 
scription in South Africa. All 
must serve two years as members of 
a military which maintains apar
theid. Conscription begins at the age 
of 16 for these men, unless they 
choose to go to college, in which case 
their service is deferred until their 
education in complete. Those who 
choose not to serve the term face 
excommunication, imprisonment, 
or worse. “I’m leaving the country 
because I don’t want to fight in the 
army. I don’t know if I can ever come 
back,” declares the voice of young 
man during the performance, crys
tallizing Marsden’s point.

A serious political artist, Marsden 
chose performance art as the most 
viable means of expressing his views 
on the issue. Understandably so, per
formance is as close to the real thing Toronto’s many talented musicians 
as some people will let themselves
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MAKING HIS POINT: Bound and gagged, performance artist Scott Marsden criticized South Africa’s policies in “Let Us Choose".

con-
men Season opens with an ‘industrial’ sound

By LEO MACDONALD The concert showcased works low-level nuclear water is being 
composed by York professor James indiscriminately dumped in south- 
Tenney, as well as offerings by ern Ontario.
Michael Bussiere, Jeffery Brooks, The standardized answer was, of 
and John Cage. course, that a commission had been

The first piece, a world premiere appointed to investigate the prob-
entitled Eldorado Nuclear, began lem. Then the work began with a
with a recorded excerpt from the violent, explosive crescendo that 
House of Commons Question jolted us to attention. The piece con- 
Period. One minister was asked why tinued with discordant violin notes,

accompanied by bassoon (Shanon 
Peet) and baritone sax (David Mott) 
arpeggio flourishes. Bruno Dega- 
zio's synthesizer generated a wavy 
background vibrato.

The second work, “Koan For 
String Quartet,” composed by 
James Tenney, was less provocative. 
Played on a hexagonal Raad violin, 
the piece involved a bowed tremolo 
progressing through a series of 
micro-tonal intervals on to a pro
gressively higher pair of strings. The 
resulting sound was like a European 
police siren that revolved in and out 
of tune.

It this sounds too experimental for 
your taste then perhaps you would 
have preferred John Cage’s “Three 
Dances For Two Pianos.” A unique 
sound was produced by screws, 
bolts, and plastic and rubber 
washers fastened to the strings of a 
grand piano. The piano became a 
percussion orchestra of steel drums, 
gamelans, rattles, and low congas. 
Casey Sokol and Christine 
Petrowska pounded out the rhyth
mic collage of jungle beats 

The final work, “Pieces of Lead,” 
was absolute hell. According to 
Jefferv Brookes, the composer, the

SOUND PRESSURE 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 
MUSIC GALLERY

Sound Pressure opened its season 
November 12 with “industrial 
strength” music that ranged from 
offensive to innovative.

Music awards honour talent
By HOWARD KAMAN Barnes, to The Tragically Hip, the 

show ran the gamut of musical 
iety. Despite the variety in music, 
only a few bands — particularly Blue 
Rodeo and Jeff Healey — domi
nated the awards.

Healy, who performed at last 
year’s show as an unknown, is on the 
brink of stardom.

Blue Rodeo’s Jim Cuddy, the 
voice of the group’s ballads, easily 
picked up Best Male Vocalist. It 
seemed unfair that the band col
lected prizes for Best Local Success 
and Best International Success, 
though they faced capable competi
tion from such groups as Triumph, 
Frozen Ghost, and Eye Eye.

The Jeff Healey Band

obvious choice in the Best Blues 
Group Category. Yet, unlike Blue 
Rodeo, Healey did not win every 
category he was nominated for. He 
was beaten out for the Rising Star 
Guitarist Award by Greg Fraser, the 
lead player in Brighton Rock.

Healey’s performance set the 
place on fire. He played an astonish
ing set from his See The Light album, 
including his cover of John Hiatt’s 
“Confidence Man.” Healey closed 
with his trademark wild antics on the 
album’s title track.

Healey gave up the Carson Show 
to do the Toronto Music Awards 
because he couldn’t pick a talk show 
over his hometown. And his perfor
mance didn’t waste the opportunity.

var-

don’t get the credit they deserve, let 
alone a Grammy or Juno. So, 
Toronto honoured them with its 
own local awards show last Friday.

get.
At the end of the performance,

Marsden unlocked his handcuffs 
mélange of projected voices chant
ing, “We call for an end to conscrip
tion. We call for just peace in our 
land.” The last, lingering image with 
which with which we were left, 
two handshakes on either side of a
newly freed man facing a blinding tion of Canada’s rock royalty. While
white light. A ray of hope at the last. old masters, such as Rush’s Geddy

As the lights in the gallery 
up, Marsden asked if there were any lions, the roster was largely filled 
questions. His audience responded with new musicians, 
with wry laughter.

A packed crowd at Massey Hall 
witnessed the second annual 
Toronto Music Awards, honouring 
the city’s best and brightest talent.was

The audience included a large por-

evenLee, were honoured with nomina-came

From performances by Micah was an cont'd on p. 18

SECURITY POSITIONS G old’n’F antasies LSAT
GMATFOR

YORK UNIVERSITY STUDENTS! Fine go/d and silver jewellery
Bring this ad for 25% off 

any single Jewellery repair.

Prep Courses
• Each course consists of 20 hours 

instruction for only $170 or 32 
hours for only $235

• Courses are tax deductible
• Complete review of each section 

of each test
• Extensive home study materials
• Your course may be repeated at 

no additional charge
Classes for the December 3,1968 LSAT 
20 hour course Nov. 25, 26,27/88 
32 hour course Nov. 5,6,26, 27/88

Classes for the Jan. 28,1989 GMAT 
20 hour course Jan. 20, 21, 22/89 
32 hour course Jan. 14,15, 20, 21/89 
For information
GMAT/LSAT Preparation Courses 
(416) 923-PREP (7737)

Pick Your Own Shift!
No Weekends!

START RATE IS $7.00 PER HOUR, 
AND RAISES ARE BASED UPON 

COMPLETION OF COURSES!
This prestige job-site is within 

walking distance of York University.
Find out how to turn your spare time 

into hard cash!

• Custom designs
• Professional repairs and appraisals
• Prices 20% - 50% lower than current 

suggested gemological market 
standard appraisals

York University, Ross Building, Central SquareFor complete information, call 
(519) 821-3304 Phone: (416) 665-7747

LLEWELLYN SECURITY Business hours: 11 am - 6 pm, Monday to Friday
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TIDE breaks free in dance
iMMr By NATALIE GREENBAUM

Spontaneous Combustion 
Performed by Denise Fujiwara 
Winchester Street Theatre

For dance that really delivers, 
check out the 10th anniversary sea
son of the Toronto Independent 
Dance Enterprise (TIDE). Founder, 
artistic director, and York graduate 
Denise Fujiwara premiered her solo 
concert Spontaneous Combustion at 
the Winchester Street Theatre on 
November 10.

\Compiled by CATHI GRAHAM

GALLERIES
The Art Gallery of York University opens Desire for Life: Pictures 
from Rerlin, an exhibit by guest curator Dr. Wolfgang Max Faust. The 
show, presented in cooperation with the Goethe Institute of Toronto, 
runs from Nov 18 to Dec 18 in Nl 45 Ross. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri 
10-4:30, Wed 10-8, Sun 12-5. Free.

Calumet College presents a premiere exhibit of the paintings and 
drawings of Leslie-Ann Smith, a fourth-year Fine Arts student at York. 
The show runs until Dec 5 in the Calumet College Common Room, each 
day between 9-6. Free.

Glendon Gallery announces the opening of the exhibition of the works 
of Uno Hoffman, Works On Paper, Nov 16. The show, which runs until 
Dec 4, may be viewed Mon-Fri 10-4, Thurs 6-9, Sun I -4 at 2275 Bayview 
Ave. For info call 487-6721.
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Theatre Review » >

#?The programme included three 
original pieces, as well as works of 
other choreographer. Fujiwara’s 
dramatic style enhanced the focus 
and created a flow in the perfor
mance. Her flexibility and sharp, 
direct movements characterized 
many of the numbers, adding a per
sonal touch to material which 
not her own.

In her original piece, “Scratch,” 
Fujiwara portrayed a proud yet 
pathetic derelict. It was rather hum
orous to watch her rolling along a 
shopping cart, looking for a place to 
call home. She outlined her future 
residence with a piece of chalk. Once 
inside, Fujiwara’s manic, jittery 
movements illustrated her desire to 
escape the confines of her chalk 
house. The message was magnified 
by a skip in the music, which went on 
for a disturbingly long time.

The message of breaking free 
similarly reflected in Fujiwara’s 
arresting “Great Wall.” She 
appeared in a kimono made of green 
plastic garbage bags, with bits of 
material shackling her wrists and 
gagging her mouth. Throughout the 
piece, Fujiwara tried to rid herself of 
the binding costumes. The imagery 
was effective in conveying the 
repressive restrictions of culture. 
The piece symbolized the struggle of 
all women against bondage. The 
final image portrayed the victim’s 
escape, as Fujiwara unravelled her 
dress in a valient effort to liberate 
herself.

If you’re tired of watching Much 
Music, maybe it’s time to treat your
self to something more intellectually 
stimulating. TIDE’S anniversary sea
son, at the Winchester Street Thea
tre, is a great place to start.
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The Samuel Zacks Gallery presents the paintings of Elton Yerex, 
opening Nov 22 and running until Dec 8 in room 109 Stong College. § %
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MMDancers’ Forum presents a workshop of contact improvisation with 
York alumna Denise Fujiwara in Studio I of the Fine Arts Building on Fri 
Nov 18 at noon. Workshop is limited to 25 participants, observers 
welcome. Free. Info: 736-5137.

Studio Workshop Performers continue their series with an informal 
showing of work from composition classes on Thurs Nov 24 between 4-6 
in Studio I of the Fine Arts Bldg.
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FILM
SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION: York grad Denise Fujiwara.Reel and Screen presents Coming to America at 7:30 followed by Married 

to the Mob, both Fri, Nov 18 and Sat Nov 19 in Curtis Lecture hall L.

MUSIC STUDENT, GO HOME
CHEAP. (Your Mom and

CJRT continues its soloist series with a Jazz concert featuring faculty 
members of the York Music Department. The concert will be held in 
Dacary (McLaughlin Hall) on Wed 23 at 12:30. Free.

Orchestra York presents the works of Mozart, Krommer and Bee
thoven in a concert at the Church of the Redeemer (Bloor and Avenue 
Rd.) on Sat Nov 19 at 8 pm.

was

Dad have dedded they 
con afford Florida this year. 
It just means cutting back 
your allowance a bit...)

LECTURES
Prime Time presents producer Marlene Smith (Cots and Arsenic and Old 
Lace), to talk about her career and plans for the theatre in Burton 
Auditorium on Wed 23 at 12:30. Free.

Also at Atkinson in the visiting research associate, Alec Gordon 
speaking "The Political Economy of a Third World Strategic Export: The Case 
of Rubber (1980-1990)" on Mon Nov 21 at 7 pm in 004A of Atkinson 
College.

THEATRE

Gray CoachTheatre Glendon presents Madame de la Carliere, une piece de Denise 
Diderot avec Catherine Sellers et Pierre Tabard, le 16 novembre a 
20h30. A 2275 avenue Bayview, le prix des billets est $ 10.00, etudiants 
$6.00. Renseignements et reservations: 487-6708.

York Theatre presents Ubu Unleashed, a fourth-year student pro
duction directed by Tom Diamond, in Burton Auditorium Mon Nov 
21-Fri Nov 25. Tickets are $7.00 for adults and $5.00 for students. Box 
office: 736-5157.

*7EXCALIBUR’S FIRST 
ANNUAL ART AND 

LITERATURE CONTEST

GtqyCooch

More info? Phone 979-3511.

CUSO presentsSUNNY ISLES 
VACATIONS 

657-8373 THIRD WORLD BAZAAR
3200 Dufferin St.

(North of Lawrence) CUBA a*
mmm

789-4518
HH!

Hh
LADIES’ NIGHT It’s a siesta for reading week Feb. 

11/89: From $599.00 per person 
(quad)
Includes:
• Return air transportation
• Inflight meals
• Transfers, baggage handling
• Accommodation — Herradura 

hotel & apartments on the 
beach. Two air-conditioned 
bedrooms, twin beds, two 
private bathrooms

Not Included:
• $40.00 service charges & taxes 

A deposit of $150.00 at the time of 
booking, balance due 42 days prior 
to departure (Jan. 1/89)
Seats are limited — Do not delay 
— Book right NOW!
It’s not what you do for reading 
week — It's where you do it.

Call: 657-8373

every Wednesday
Dinner specials for ladies & guests AND 
a complimentary rose for the ladies Bringing the Third World to you...

From the other side of the world, colourful and unusual gifts, 
hand crafted by third world artisans:

• Silver and brass jewelry from Thailand, Indonesia & Mexico
• scarves, lacquerware & rugs from India
• socks, mitts & gloves from Afghanistan
• folk art, masks & textiles from Java & Bali
• colourful weavings, sweaters & belts from Guatemala.

Peru & Ecuador
• bags, bangles and baskets from Kenya, Nepal & China

ALSO

A CHANCE TO WIN MMK

WM#1. Weekend for “two” at a major hotel. 
#2. Limousine ride for the evening.
#3. Brunch certificate and mystery gift. THE BEAR PIT

Central Square, York University 
Wednesday, Nov. 23, 10 am to 8 pm 
Thursday, Nov. 24, 10 am to 8 pm 
Friday, Nov. 25, 10 am to 5:30 pmg9b!J:m1s J™™1d Wo'ld B*'*" on boh.ll o( CUSO by Ih. Em Asia Comp.nv Lid CUSO’. procaad., na.rtv

SVI CXXI Im vr.r. will bau,,d to fund .null Kale. Kit help projets in Ih. Third World Thaw fund, an nutthad 
3 to 1 by the Canadian Government.
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Free T rade deal bad for Canada
con't from p.US?P>eru;ose Economics cannot answer whether this BedCÏÏ^owmm^nts o’Sn^biTthin  ̂HTgSd 
redistribution is fair or desirable. And we have other things theorists argue, it is better to he their hands wfth a 
social goals beyond growth in national income (even if the free trade policy.
hnwTîvSrïS frfStr?bUted)' Eco"or"|lcs cannot tell us Thus an Agreement, which may seem in print to be a 
how a policy will affect our sense of national identity, nor trade deal, continuing our long post-war trend to freer

nfte 1HS Wlî1ahertlgain n natlon£Ü lncome is worth a trade, provokes intense and emotional debate. The
rr » H „ Agreement is really an economic constitution which

But what will be the effects on national identity,
ability to protect the environment, our culture, our
regional development programmes and our social pro- ‘Economists cannnt tell nc hnw n 
grammes? Proponents of the Agreement argue these are Onnoi tell US hOW 0 policy Will
not affected at all. “Read the Agreement, point to a clause, effect OUT sense of national identity nOF Can it 
these are not mentioned." However this argument is at yp// ,IC . ., , .
best naive, and more likely disingenuous. One might just US wne*fier 0 gdin in national income IS
as easily ask, "where in the Agreement does it say income Worth 0 loss of national identity ’ 
will grow or jobs will be created?" The predicted economic '
gains follow from hypotheses about how the economy will-------------------------------------------------------- -

^,s ,n™ economic contribution. The pre- moves Canada much more toward an American model of 
dieted changes in Canadian culture, environmental, the role of government in sorietv anri awav fmm ih» 
social and regional programmes follow from, hypotheses European model or the Japanese model Y
r^HhXnCanadlan POlltlCS WiU respond to thls new , We must each decide what economic constitution we 

, desire; economics can provide some but not comolete
Ironically, the new international trade theoiy cited pre- guidance. For me as one of those delightfully Canadian 

viousfy recognizes this very clearly. Trade theorists are creations — a red tory — I believe the Free Trade Agree- 
agnostic as economists about whether free trade is the ment is bad for Canada. ^

our

Opponents’ trade fears unfounded requirement." (Art.904b). Nothing, however, prohibits the 
Canadian authorities from charging a lower than market 
price to Canadian energy users! Should the Canadian 
government wish to offer energy price tax credits gener-con’t from p.10

But at the same time there will be a net creation of jobs. 
Presently, four million Canadians go through five million 
job changes a year. The dislocation arising out of tariff 
removal over 10 years will be minimal in relation to our 
normal shifting of human resources.

Further protection for our environment and social sys
tem is to be found in Chapter 12, where GATT Article XX is 
imported. This article provides that a country can "take 
action to protect public morals, human, animal or plant 
life, or health, conservation of natural 
Similarly, in Chapter 14, Services, Article 1402:3(a) allows 
for exceptions to national treatment "provided that the 
difference in treatment is no greater than that necessary 
for prudential, fiduciary, health and safety, or consumer 
protection reasons.”

It should be clear that nothing in the FTA affects 
ability to determine our own environmental standards. 
On the contrary, a country’s right to protect its environ
ment is emphasized throughout the agreement. This 
emphasis coupled with the exemption for provinces from 
the provisions on standard setting suggests that the con
cerns of environmental groups are misplaced.

Many of the references in the FTA and from GATT apply

equally well to the protection of Medicare, Unemployment Illy to CanadilH complet mthing ,rt^^ment
Insurance, and other aspects of our "social net." But more stops them. And where there are differences in demand
can be said than that. The FTA is wholly consistent with for an energy good in adjacent Canadian and US markets
GATT. It is an established GATT principle that universally the Americans may end up paying a higher price
available programs are not considered to be subsidies. The FTA provides that in times of shortage we cannot 
Both what is in the FTA and in GATT principles effectively take a red-neck approach and "let the bastards freeze in
preclude an effective attack on Medicare and our other the dark." Can anyone seriously imagine any Canadian
systems. American industries could try to challenge Med- political party in power doing that? If the Canadian
icare, claiming it is a subsidy to Canadian business authorities in a time of energy shortage order a cutback in
(though interestingly enough Canadian businesses feel it production or sales, then there must be at most a propor-
is a burden upon them), but such challenges can be made donate cutback in the amount made available for Ameri
now in the absence of the FTA and with the FTA the heavy .........................
political element in American decision making will be price for whatever they buy and if there is alshortage-
eliminated. Many of the fears of the anti-free traders could induced cutback that price is likely to be quite high It
38 well be expressed with respect to the existing system should also be noted that the energy sharing provisions

in the FTAare less onerous than those to which Canada is

resources .. . .
to bid on. Once again, they will have to pay marketcans

and having nothing to do with free trade per se.
The energy provisions of the FTA have been much already subject under the International Energy Agree 

misrepresented. The basic principle of the energy chap- ment previously entered into under GATT, 
ter is that we cannot charge Americans more than the I have not dealt with all matters covered by the FTA but I
market price for the energy products which we sell to hope at least this will help some readers approach it in an
them. If they are outbid by Canadian energy users, too analytical rather than an hysterical mood. Actually the
bad: they do not get the energy. What is not allowed is any FTA is one of the clearer, better written international
bumping up of the export price “by means of any measure agreements that I have read. It is readily available. Take a
such as licenses, fees, taxation and minimum price look. A little light can dispel a lot of fear.

our

Welcome to
D’ARCVS ©swam Ton ISlmi

Introducing Humber College'sSupplied by 

Willett Foods

Recreation Club 
Management Program

Limited

MR.GROCER
^Phis post-diploma 16-week program will qualify you 

for a management position in a variety of settings.

Field placement is combined with practical, academic 
courses to ensure that you will graduate with the 
knowledge and experience you need to get a job. Op
portunities exist in golf and country clubs, sailing 
centres, fitness clubs and in private and commercial 
recreation clubs.

University City Plaza 45 Four Winds Dr.
STORE HOURS: Mon-Wed 9:00-8:00 p.m., Thurs & Fri 9:00-9:00 p m., Sat 8:30-6:00 p.m.

SÂWE 50/0 Qpp
YOUR GROCERY SHOPPING

(No Limit)
So, if you have a degree or diploma or related experi
ence and a love for recreation, this is the time to 
change your game plan.r Tobacco not included~!

50/0 COUPON Find out more about the Recreation Club Manage
ment Program, call (416)675-5000. Make the move. 
Control the play.

CASHIER WILL DEDUCT 5%
FROM YOUR TOTAL FOOD BILL 

WHEN PRESENTED WITH THIS COUPON
Humber

(C@00®gj@
205 Humber College Blvd. 
Etobicoke, Ontario, M9W 5L7ft (Valid only at this location)

University City Plaza 45 Four Winds Dr.
ft

MHGROCCW
MWGROCE*

L Humber, careers for your lifetime.j
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__mArts feature!]__
Tom and Jarry

Director Tom Diamond brings Ubu Unleashed to York
Alcoholic madman or creative genius, however you perceive 
him, Alfred Jarry had astounding impact in the world of 
nineteenth and twentieth century art. He is most famous for 
his play Ubu Roi or King Ubu, the story of an absurd, gro
tesque, and obnoxious tyrant who is determined to conquer 
an imaginary Poland and become king. Jarry was so obsessed 
with his creation that he behaved like and actually became 
the living embodiment of Ubu.

Alfred Jarry is credited with being the father of surrealism. 
His style of theatre and theories such as “Pataphysics,” have 
inspired the works of Picasso, Ionesco, and other surrealists 
such as Salvador Dali and Samuel Beckett. He was an alco
holic who died at age 34. The cause of death, however, was 
not alcoholism, but malnutrition.

His last request was for a toothpick.
The Department of Theatre at York University is present

ing a new work, Ubu Unleashed, the story of Alfred Jarry 
(1873-1907) from conception to death. Its writer and director, 
Tom Diamond, conceived and wrote the play in collabora
tion with a fourth-year acting ensemble.

Diamond teaches acting and directing in the Department 
of Theatre here at York. A specialist in music theatre, he 
recently directed the world premiere of Dreamplay by 
Timothy Sullivan for the Canadian Opera Company. He has 
staged such productions as Guys <& Dolls, Dames at Sea, and 
Fiddler on the Roof for Theatre Collingwood. His last produc
tion at York was a successful run of Oh What A Lovely War! 
last year.

Excalibur writer Frank Clarke recently talked to writer and 
director Tom Diamond about the new production.

f ,

II

y
£
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UBU SEARCH: Can you find the Ubu?

copied Jarry. Prince uses language 
like no other mainstream rock artist 
— we’re talking about the four-letter 
word and sexual, scatological refer
ences. When his Toronto concert 
was reviewed a few weeks ago, one of 
the words used in the review was 
“ether.” Besides this, another con
nection to Jarry is the way Prince 
dresses. Jarry wore women’s gar
ments because he found men’s clo
thing too restrictive. Prince is very 
androgynous.

To me, Jarry was like the first rock 
star, and this production is very 
much a testament on stardom. Peo
ple started to dress, talk, and behave 
like him, and this is exactly what 
happens to rock stars.

— to introduce, or for those who At that time his point of view was not 
have heard of him, to re-introduce 
them to Jarry. To do this I created a 
piece in a sense in the style of Jarry, 
in the style of his theatre that would 
let the audience perceive the perfor- wine and throughout the rest of the 
mance in a similar fashion to the way day he would just continue. He was
the audience first perceived Ubu Roi also into absinthe, which was sort of

a hallucinogenic liqueur distilled 
from wormwood and he was into 
ether, which was used as an anaes
thetic. In this production people are 
going to see him inhaling ether and 
think that I stole the idea from Blue 
Velvet, but no, Jarry did this. The 
second part is this hallucination. It’s 
like a nightmare, just as the second 
part of his life was like a nightmare. 
The second part of the piece uses 
primarily Jarry’s own writings and 
the writings of his contemporaries, 
whereas the first part is fictionalized 
by me and improvised by the actors.

Ubu Unleashed is not a play, it’s a 
performance piece. It has every
thing: lip-synced opera singing, 
music, dance, and acting. The music 
is very ecclesiastic, it’s picked from 
all different styles and genres. Also, 
I’m attracted to what is big, which is 
why I like to direct opera. I like 
things that are operatic in scope and 
this will be the biggest production 
ever done in Burton Auditorium. It’s 
huge.

quite direct because he was a major 
alcoholic. The documentation of
what he drank was unbelievable. 
Before breakfast he had two litres of

In fact, Ubu originated as a mocking 
figure of Jarry’s science teacher Pro
fessor Ebert, and Professor Ebert is a 
character in this production. In 
essence, Jarry became Ebert and the 
grotesque exaggeration of who his 
teacher was. Before the metamor
phosis he was brash, aggressive, and 
he dressed strangely. He always wore 
a cyclist’s costume with tennis shoes 
with the toes sticking out of them. 
After his metamorphosis into Ubu 
he painted his face white, or became 
very pale, plastered his hair down to

EXCAL: This production is unique 
because most directors who delve 
into Alfred Jarry usually stage a 
production of Ubu Roi. Why did you 
decide to write and stage the life 
story of Alfred Jarry, creating some
thing completely different?
DIAMOND: I was first approached 
by the theatre department to do Ubu 
Roi and I agreed to do it. When I 
started to work on it my instincts 
cringed at the thought of it possibly 
looking like an episode of The Lucy 
Show. Then as I started to research 
Jarry, this one phrase kept coming 
back to me: “After his metamorpho
sis into Ubu.” After researching him,
I discovered that this man was far 
more interesting than the play.

Also, I don't think Ubu Roi has the 
impact today that it had when it was 
first produced in 1896 at the Théâtre 
de L’Oeuvre in Paris. Back then the 
play was tremendously shocking 
because the word “shit” was used on 
stage. It is the very first line of the 
play and is used 33 times throughout 
the play. You can imagine the 
audience reaction to hearing the 
word “shit” used for the first time on 
stage. Today, an audience would 
hear the word “shit” and say “so?”

Back then his style of theatre was 
revolutionary because it went 
against the conventional style of the 
“well-made play” and it created a 
sensation. His style of theatre was 
like a dream with purple streamers. 
I’ve focused on Jarry because my 
belief is (that) where you place the 
emphasis is what gives it a freshness.

EXCAL: You mentioned Jarry’s 
metamorphosis into Ubu.
DIAMOND: The metamorphosis into 
Ubu didn’t occur until after the first pro
duction of Ubu Roi in Paris. The basis for 
his strange behaviour came from his 
upbringing. He did not come from a 
conventional home. His father was 
an alcoholic and his mother was a 
tremendously dominant woman 
who would dress up in these amazing 
costumes and take Alfred through 
town. Her favourite costume was a 
toreador. You can imagine the 
impact that had, considering they 
were in a small town. This is the 
world he came from.

In school, he realized that he had 
the ability to charm and to be much 
more interesting than his professors.

in Paris in 1896.
Jarry is primarily remembered for 

writing Ubu Roi and that’s it. Most 
people don’t think he wrote or did 
anything else. This production is a 
very sympathetic portrait of Alfred 
Jarry to show that there was a lot 
more to him than just this image of a 
one-play author who was an alco
holic madman. He was a painter, 
designer, and a prolific writer who 
wrote hundreds of poems, dozens of 
critical essays, and perhaps a dozen 
novels. What most people don’t 
know about him is the fact that he 
was well admired by his peers and 
that he went on to influence artists 
around him and after him. The peo
ple around him who he influenced 
were Picasso, whom he knew, and 
Henri Rousseau. Artaud, who came 
after Jarry, was so influenced by him 
that he called his theatre The Theatre 
of Alfred Jarry. Salvador Dali was 
greatly influenced by Jarry’s surreal
istic scenic descriptions. In fact, if 
you looked at a Dali painting you 
would think that he copied Jarry’s 
description. All the way through his
tory this man has had influence and 
impact upon people.

At the same time I want to enter
tain the audience and allow them to 
get involved in the work so that they 
won’t sit there and say “Is it over 
yet?” Therefore, there is a lot of 
humour in the piece because Jarry 
was a very humorous character.

EXCAL: Since Jarry’s style of thea
tre was unconventional for his time, 
what forms does your production 
take to reflect this eccentricity?

Unleashed 
at York“His vision of 

the theatre was 
like a dream 
with purple 
streamers.”

Diamond has taken some daring 
risks with this production. For 
example, actress Elizabeth 
McLaughlin portrays two characters 
at the same time. The two characters 
are complete opposites: the male 
character is Remy de Gourmont, a 
sophisticated publicist, while the 
female is Berthe de Courriere, an 
eccentric old woman.

Greg Danakas, who portrays Pro
fessor Ebert, commented that for 
York theatre this production is “the 
cutting edge of theatre. It’s risky and 
controversial.”

Michelle Martin, who portrays 
Alfred Jarry, echoed these senti
ments. She also added that portray
ing the complex Jarry requires preci
sion in movement and voice. While

his head like a skull cap and he began 
to speak in the royal “we.” He found 
particular ways to speak about inan
imate and animate objects. For 
instance, a bicycle became “that 
which rolls,” the wind became “that 
which blows.” From that point his 
behaviour became incredibly 
exaggerated.

<ï ■4J'' A
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EXCAL: What exactly is Jarry’s 
“Pataphysics?”

DIAMOND: Pataphysics is the 
science of imaginary solutions, solu
tions to imaginary or real problems. 
For example, he did a piece on the 
notion of mailing a letter. He talked 
about how ridiculous it is that we 
bound with good faith to buy the 
stamp, to kiss the back of the stamp, 
to put it on a letter, to put it in a box 
and hope that it’s going to get there. 
He said that the way that works, we 
could take a letter and throw it in the 
gutter and hope for the same thing. 
He would find odd ways of looking 
at everything. In a way they’re not 
always so odd because through that 
crazy world of Pataphysics there’s a 
strange logic that is quite profound.

EXCAL: What are your objectives in 
doing this show?
DIAMOND: My primary purpose is 
to let people know that Jarry existed

/
■ aware of technique, she added that it 

F is even more important to “bring out 
y his passions as a human being in 
5 theatre, writing, and visual art. Liv- * 
5 ing one’s philosophy was important 
Z to him.”DIAMOND: The whole first part of 

the piece presents his life up to the 
point where he metamorphosized 
himself into Ubu. The first part is 
based upon factual research, but the 
information on him is terribly 
contra-indicated because there were 
numerous versions of who he was 
and what he was about. When I went 
and wrote it, I would make a choice 
on a moment to either keep a fact or 
completely toss it away as Jarry 
would have done if he was writing his 
own life story.

The whole second part is his life 
after his metamorphosis into Ubu.

i
The production, according to 

< i - v/ S Martin, also explores Jarry’s con
troversial sexual nature. It was

3

A costume sketch for Ubu 
Unleashed

rumoured that he had affairs with 
Berthe de Courriere and a poet 
named Leon-Paul Fargue.

Ubu Unleashed opens November 
22 in Burton Auditorium, with a 
sneak preview on November 21. The 
production runs until November 25. 
Curtain time is 7:00 p.m., with a Fri
day matinee at 1:00 p.m. Tickets are 
$7 for adults and $5 for students and 
seniors, available in Central Square 
and the Fine Arts Lobby. Box officr 
number is 736-5157.

EXCAL: Are there any modern-day 
equivalents of Alfred Jarry?

DIAMOND: A primary artist who 
keeps poppi ig up for me, who is very 
Jarryesque, is Prince. Based on my 
research of Prince it seems that in a 
way it’s almost as if Prince has
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A Chuckie wagon with no meatYORK UNIVERSITY 
LEATHER JACKETS

Our tradition of quality and reputation is your 
guarantee of fit and satisfaction. By MARK DILLON

:CHILD’S PLAY 
Directed by Tom Holland 
MGM/UA

• Highest Quality Gaiment Leather
• Excellent Custom Workmanship
• Friendly Personal Customer Service

DELIVERY WITHIN TWO WEEKS
LEATHER JACKET

The ads for this new horror movie 
assure us that it will take over the 
horror throne on which Freddy 
Krueger now sits. They even imply 
that there will be sequels! The unfor
tunate thing is that there is little to 
distinguish this movie from other 
schlock being released in a current 
wave of gore flicks.

Child’s Play is another case of a 
director trying to make the next 
Exorcist. And for that, William 
Friedkin, the filmmaker responsible 
for that 1973 classic, should be jailed 
or somehow punished — for subject
ing us to countless cheapjack imita
tions. Not that the plot of Child’s 
Play, in which a young boy’s 
“Chuckie” doll comes to life and 
goes around killing people, is stolen 
from The Exorcist, but the structure 
is close enough.
v Child’s Play opens with a silly, 
unconvincing explanation for the 
story’s supernatural element. Then it 
moves to some oh-so-cute domestic 
scenes of a widowed mother (well- 
played by the lovely Catherine 
Hicks) and her young son, Alex. It’s 
Alex’s sixth birthday and what does 
he want but the newest toy sensation 
— a Chuckie doll. Little do they 
know that the Chuckie they get is 
possessed.

One night, the doll pushes the 
babysitter out the window. Of course 
the cops don’t believe that Chuckie is 
the murderer until he goes on a 
bloody rampage.

Although he is seemingly 
defeated at the end, his fate is predic
tably left open for a sequel.

'ft. '
, With crest, back and sleeve letters 

from $225
w*.

fMELTON JACKET
WITH LEATHER SLEEVES

jg? With crest, back and sleeve letters 
* from $165

Carnation Sportswear 
437 Spadina Ave. (at College St.) 

d Toronto, Ontario 979-2707
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n Queens University at Kingston
ii

AMaster of
Business
Administration

-#!

CHUCK IT OUT! In a tense moment, Chuckie attacks a sleeping Alex.

Queen’s University at Kingston offers a modern, 
discipline-based approach to the study of management in 
the complex organizations of today and tomorrow. The 
learning atmosphere in the School of Business is lively, 
informal, intimate and flexible. Persons from almost all 
academic programs will find MBA studies rewarding. 
Financial assistance is available.

who gave us Fright Night three years 
ago. That film succeeded not only 
because it provided the shocks, but 
because it did so with a delicious 
sense of humour.

There are a few chuckles with 
Chuckie, but not enough to over
come the overall air of déjà vu. 
Child’s Play is for gore addicts only.

OK, OK maybe the film is meant to 
do no more than give us a good scare 
or two, but Child's Play doesn’t even 
succeed on its own lowly level. Its 
predicability makes it more boring 
than suspenseful. It does have its 
gruesome moments, but scary? What 
makes the film most disappointing is 
that it was directed by Tom Holland,

Pressure□ Chairman, MBA Program
School of Business, Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 EXCALIBUR NEEDS YOU! cont’d from p. 14

piece was supposed to irritate the lis
tener. This was achieved by striking 
four pairs of lead pipes together to 
create a cringing cacophony. Brooks 
said that his work is “a comment on 
fluffy styles of music.”

To deliberately create an annoy
ing sound just to oppose another 
style says something about how the 
artist feels. If a “fluffy” piece entrais, 
then a strident piece generates 
aggression. Sound Pressure per
formed both.

If you want to write, draw, do layout 
and paste-up, proofread or take photos, 
stop by our office at 111 Central Square 

and talk to Adam or Brian.

Please send information concerning Queen's MBA to

Graduating YearName

Street

City Province Geraldo Riveras need not apply.
University Program

THE YORK CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
sponsors

ENTER NOW! %
EXCAUBUR'S 1988/89 

ART & LITERAT 
CONTEST

FICTION: up to two stories may be submitted (max. length 2,500 
words each). 18
POETRY: Up to three poems may be submitted (no max. length).
DRAWINGS: up to three drawings may be submitted (black & white; 
pastel, pencil, ink)
Drop off entries in the specially-marked envelope in the editor’s 
office at 111 Central Square by 4:00 p.m., November 24,1988. When 
possible, do not submit originals. (Literary entries will not be 
returned.) Excalibur and the judges will not be responsible for lost 
entries.
First pri 
second 
(Judges

THE

*NATIONAL BLACK TOURING CIRCUIT INC.
in presenting

* Æ

VfztWf
An evening of Iheatre and music based on the 
words of Dr Marlin Lulher King Jr

Produced 
and Directed by 
Adapted by 
Musical Director

Woodie King Jr. 
Josh Greenfeld 

Lee Coward

S Featuring James Curt Bergwall 
Lee Coward 

Chequita Jackson 
Herman LeVern Jones 

Bruce Strickland 
Diane Weaver 

Dwight Witherspoon

ze in each category: $60.00 
prize in each category: $30.00 
reserve the right to withhold prizes if submissions are 

I shit*)

*1 Have a Dream" IS a highly personalized account of Or King s 
lamed achievements as a Civil Rights Leader m the late 1950s 
through he tragic assassination m 1968

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1988 
MASSEY HALL d

For reservations call. IS - Poetry and Fiction: MARY jankulak - Host, "Write On", chry 
iterary showcase; STUART ROSS - Editor, Proper Tales Press and 
llnator, Toronto Small Press Book Fair. Drawing: BRIAN KROG - 

iphics Editor and Production Manager, Excalibur
r0NLY REGISTERED YORK STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE. INCLUDE NAME, STUDENT NUMBER, 
PHONE NUMBER ON EACH ENTRY.

JlMASSEY HALL 
ROY THOMSON HALL 
THE YORK CATHOLIC 
COMMUNITY
TICKET PRICES: $30.50 $25.50 $20.50 $15.50
motor credit cards accepted Handling charge on phone orders

} 593-4828
0

(between 9 am I pm)

736-5369
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PARTICIPANTS REQUIRED FOR STUDY
on Impression Formation. Involves approx. 1 
hr. of your time. $5 payment. All materials 
and responses in written format. For more 
information, call Dr. Erin Hewitt 736-2100 
x642l or Virginia Hatchette 663-1526

LASSIFIED ANDa

MAKE YOUROMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKIS FOR SALE Used only 4 times! Head 
magnum skis 195 cm with Tyrolia bindings 
I90D also head racing poles and Solomani 
boots size 9 in mint condition! Call Brian at 
281-9528 after 6:30 pm.

U B Sc L
TREATMENT CENTRE FOR AUTISTIC 

ADOLESCENTS 
requires part time counsellors 

and contract workers 
to teach life skills and communication 

Transportation required.
Contact Brenda at Kerry’s Place. 

832-1121

YORK UNIVERSITY DEBATING 
SOCIETY—Improve your communication 
skills in a relaxed atmosphere. Tournaments 
coming up! Meet Wed. 5-6 pm, S104 Ross. résumé

poster
newsletter

book
newspaper 
pamphlet 

programme 
booklet 

magazine

REACH OUT AND STAMP SOMEONE— 
Enliven your communications with rubber 
stamps from: Heart and Hand Stampworks PO
Box 7211, Sin. E. London, Ont. N5Y 4X5— 
catalogue $1.

THE MATH CLUB would like to announce a 
general meeting on Nov. 23, 4 pm at rm 320 
Bethune College. All are welcome. EAST SCARBOROUGH BOYS’ AND 

GIRLS’ CLUB, 100 Galloway Rd. (Kingston 
Rd. & Lawrence Ave. E.) requires children's 
information worker for after school program. 
Two to five evenings per week, from 3:00 pm 
to 6:00 pm. Experience with children 
required. Call Beverley Boothe at 281-0262.

MATURE STUDENTS—Come to the 
Y.A.M.S. Xmas Party, Mon. Nov. 28,5 pm in 
the Winters Senior Common Room. Tickets 
$2, available at 138 Winters. Spouses and 
children welcome.

STUDENT LOW PRICES on audio & video 
cassettes. Audio: TDK, Sony, Maxell $1.70- 
$3.25. Video: VHS $4-$8, Hi-Fi. Call 
730-8137.

TO ALL YORK STUDENTS: If you have any 
questions about the Board of Governors, or 
would like more info about the issues & con
cerns going before the Board, contact me at 
CYSF 736-5324. BOG student rep Marg 
Evans.

SAVE $$ 
CARPETS SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED 

NORTH YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
Various locations.

Hours to fit a student’s schedule.
Call 733-5535

AN EMPLOYMENT EQUITY EMPLOYER

• Ideal for student apartments
• Inexpensive (many at $25-$ 125)
• 1st quality
• Room sizes
• Beautiful coloursTHE GERMAN NEWSPAPER CLUB is still 

looking for articles, poetry & members—all 
submissions welcome, everyone invited. 
Come out to our meeting on Thurs. Nov. 17,5 
pm in rm 522A RS.

CALL 731-6513
YORK UNIVERSITY CO-OPERATIVE 
DAYCARE CENTRE is seeking part time cas
ual staff to work in our centre with children 6 
weeks to 6 years. Experience preferred. Please 
contact Judy Meikle (Director) or Colleen 
Heffernan (Admin. Asst. ) at 736-5190.

HELP WANTED

INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS—A great 
opportunity for international students to 
experience a warm and meaningful Christmas 
in beautiful Muskoka with other internation
als and Canadians. Winter sports, cross
country skiing, curling, toboganning, indoor 
activities, games, Christmas tree decoration, 
square dance, international concert, interna
tional meal, and much more. Dec. 22-27. For 
more information call Pauline 487-3087 or 
Lenny 739-0387.

6 FULL OR PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
are required near campus.

Flexible hours.
The job is to sort, file and/or input data on 

microcomputers.
Starting rale of pay - 

$7.00/hr.
For inquiries please call 

Philip at 736-9471 (day) or 633-3531 (evgs)

$$$ REACH FOR THE TOP—We will show 
you an easy way of earning $400-$ 1000 part 
time per month. Call Nadine 297-3284 now!

GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals for gift wrapping 

at locations throughout Toronto. 
Managers $6.50 per hour with bonus. 

Wrappers - $5.00 per hour 
Full & Part-time Dec. 1 -Dec. 24 

781-9825

ON-CAMPUS TRAVEL REPRESENTA
TIVE or organization needed to promote 
Spring Break trip to Florida. Earn money, 
free trips, and valuable work experience. Call 
Inter-Campus Programs at 1-800-433-7707
PART-TIME RELIEF POSITIONS available 
working with mentally retarded adults — 
group home setting. Shiftwork, primarily 
weekends. Brampton area. Experience an 
asset. Call Brenda 453-5454.

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING—Mon. 
Nov. 21, 6 pm, 3:15 PS Prof. M. McCall will 
talk about “Things That Go Flash In The 
Night" Club Office 308 BC. All Welcome. THE HEART & STROKE FOUNDATION, 

North Yoik Chapter, requires 3 individuals 
for telephone work. Job requires calling of 
past & future volunteers for our February 
Residential Canvass. Flexible evening hours 
and Saturdays. $7 an hour. Can begin imme
diately. Work ends in January of'89. Please 
call Franco 226-5856 during normal business 
hours.

LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE meets 
every Thurs. at 5:15 pm in 214 SC. Come out 
and make some friends.
SKYDIVING CLUB First jump courses 
($135) are avail, on Sat or Sun. Includes 
equip, 6h training, video of jump, photo from 
plane wing. Call Paul (705) 437-2584 or Keith 
832-3865 for details.

EARN EXTRA CASH FOR CHRISTMAS
Twenty hours plus 
(9:00 am - 3:00 pm)

(6:00 pm - 10:00 pm)
We have immediate positions available 

packaging cosmetics 
in our Assembly Department.

Please come in and 
complete an application today!

WHITMAN PACKAGING 
78 Trowers Road 

(Whitmore and Hwy 7)
For more information, please call

David Bruyea 856-6564

FOR SALE FIVE PEOPLE ARE NEEDED to operate 
small retail outlets in malls, preferably with 
car. Full/part time positions are also availa
ble for students & homemakers. Flexible 
hours including weekends. Call between 5-9 at 
276-5626.

LOOK GREATHOLY T-SHIRT BATMAN!
Student discount prices 
Top selection & quality 

Fast delivery

T-shirts, Sweatshirts 
Poloshirts, Ruggershirts 
Team Uniforms, Jackets 

Boxers, Track Suits 
Stitched-Letter Sweatshirts

NEED A JOB?
Company at Jane/Steeles is looking 

for Telephone Answering Staff 
for Nights on Weekends.

No. exp. need.
CALL DAVID 739-5000.

excalibur typesetting
111 central square • 736-5240 • ask for StuartACCOUNTING STUDENTS NEEDED.

Apply to Mr. Compass. 832-3314. Hours 
Flexible Start immediately. Keele Area.

call MIKE at 
275-6434

Lome Merkur & Sister Inc.
cont’d on p. 20

t.r

National Addiction Awareness Week Multicultural Festival
November 28 - December 1 

Details next weekToday's Events
Speaker Ken Black, MPP Muskoka-Georgian Bay 
Speaker Ron Kelly, YCPA
Labatt’s Road Scholarship Seminar

10:00 am 
12:00 pm
4:00 pm

Vanier Cup '88
Tickets $6 - on sale at the CYSF office

York University Development 
Corporation (YUDC) Student Caucus

Meeting
Vanier Cup Champion Sportswear Quiz

(See your copy of the new York Times)

Monday, November 28 
5:00 pm - Senate Chamber TTC Tokens and Metropasses

Now available at CYSF office 
Mon - Fri 8:30 am - 4:30 pmReel and Screen

Fri Nov 18 + Sat Nov 19 
Coming to America 
Married to the Mob

«

Positions Available:
OSAP Apply/Appeal Clinic clerks

A

105 Central Square 
Home of the York Experience

!

CYSE
York Student Federation

November I7, I988 EXCALIBUR 19
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LASSIFIED AND WANTED—Full and Part-time sales help 
required immediately. We are a reputable clo
thing establishment for both men and women. 
For more information please contact Pam at 
323-9597. Location: Yonge & Bloor.

“YOU’RE ALMOST THERE STUD”— 
Congratulations P.S.R., you only have 332 
days left until your 2nd Anniversary. KEEP 
IT UP! (we know its hard)

ABSOLUTELY ANSWERABLE! Attr. male 
20, sincere, caring; kinda sweet seeks female 
18-23 for relationship. 2 Steeles Ave. W„ Box 
127, Thornhill, Ont. L4J IAl.

RESUMES BY M.B.A.'s
• Free consultation!
• Free cover letter!
• Expertly crafted and laser printed.
• 15 copies on quality bond paper.
• Word Processing & Desktop Publishing.
• Affordable * Prompt * Professional.

"Invest... in your FUTURE!" 
TyCoda 
969-9316 

Yonge & Bloor!
ATTRACTIVE RESUMES GET RESULTS! 
— I will produce your resume, thesis or report 
and guarantee professional results. Call 
Chuck at 665-3480

I*? OMMUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS
cant’d from p. 19 EARN BIG BUCKS 

ON SUNDAYS
$ 12/hr and expenses for motivated persons. 

Car & sales experience required. 

CALL NOW 
Mr. Liss 738-0808

IF YOU NEED EXTRA MONEY, 
are dependable and bondable, 

then we can use you. 
Part-time janitorial work available. 
Salary plus bonus totalling $8/hr+ 

Call 764-8695 for an interview.

HELP WANTED
HEY EDDIE COCHRANE! Come on up for 
coffee anytime! You’re a class(ified) act!

EARN EXTRA MONEY- Light packaging 
with flexible hours. Positions now available. 
Close to campus. Call Tony. 736-1476 CUBA, FEB. 10-FEB. 17—Airfare, stay, 

breakfast & dinner, dancing, pool, beach. 
Only $629. For details contact Brian Arch
dekin 739-0572 or 736-5482.

EARN EXTRA CASH — $5.00/hr +. Packag
ing Company — Keele & Hwy 7 requires part 
time help. Woodshop. Flexible hours. 669- 
4669. Ask for Terri.
TOUR REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. Free 
trip, plus cash, plus parties. Join the Hi-Life 
team. Hi-Life Ventures, 234-1686.

OPEN HOUSE YORK STUDENT (MALE) is looking for 
friendly sincere female companion. Call 267- 
1088 or leave a note on the notice board in 
front of the post office on “L" marked "HI."

NEED YOUR ASSIGNMENTS TYPF.DA 
WORD PROCESSED? I type 10 pages/hour. 
Proofreading free. RUSH jobs welcome; res
ervations recommended. Photocopier, dis
count plan available. Marian 773-4359 
anytime.UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

DEPT. OF MEDICAL BIOPHYSICS
PUBLICATIONS

H O U S N G
EAT ME, LITERALLY releases its latest issue 
Tues Nov 22, 5 pm, at the Winters College 
Reading series. Or pick it up in the York 
Bookstore. Deadline for next issue: Jan. 16, 
1988. Send poetry, prose, graphics to EM.L, 
1316 Vanier Residence. Remember SASE.

TYPING: Located near University. Speedy 
overnight service. Computerized. Term pap
ers, theses. Same day service available with 
prior reservation. 736-0012
WORD PROCESSING/TYPING: Essays, 
theses, manuscripts. Resume with covering 
letter $15. Low rates, fast turnaround. High 
quality print. Convenient location. Call 
654-9303.

DO YOU HAVE A ROOM TO RENT? If you 
have an apartment, flat, or room which you 
would like to rent to a student, please call 
736-5141.

For prospective graduate and summer students 
interested in Cancer Research programs in
Cell Biology and Medical Physics. FOR RENT: Bathurst & Clark. 3 bedroom 

bungalow w/ finished basement (suitable 4th 
bedroom). 2 car garage, unfurnished. $1000 
per month + utilities. Avail, immediately. Call 
638-3742.

RADIO STUFF

ONTARIO CANCER INSTITUTE 
500 SHERBOURNE ST. 

BASEMENT LECTURE THEATRE

SINNERS! Join Brother Stu every Monday at 
8 pm for "The Upper Room’, an hour of how
ling gospel music. CHRY 105.5 FM (Cable: 
Rogers 107.9, Graham 92.7, Classicomm 
105.5)

PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Bathurst/ 
Steeles area. Justifies right margin. Self- 
corrects. Bold prints. Rates begin al$l.25/pg 
Call 764-7249.

NSTRUCTION

SUPERLEARNING! Triple learning speed 
through music! Empower memory, poten
tials. Stressless! Free — book excerpt; catalog 
- languages, math, vocabulary, S.A.T. Super
learning, 1290 West 11th,# 105-E, Vancouver 
V6H IK5.

RIDES WANTEDWHEN TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE - reasonable 
rates. Bathurst/Finch area. Call late after
noon or evening. Jeannette: 635-1860.
DON’T WAIT FOR TEST AND EXAM 
PANIC! Experienced tutor available in Calcu
lus, Statistics, Physics, Chemistry.Prepara
tion for GMATS, GRE. and MCATS exams. 
Past tests, exams available for 
889-5104

RIDE NEEDED to York U. from Bloor/ 
Fieldgate-Mississauga area. Will share 
expenses. Please call Tony at 629-9150.

5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
THURS. NOV. 24, 1988

Inquiries to S. Robinson 416-924-0671 ext. 5125 
Visit the Labs and talk to Individual Professors

PERSONALS S E R V C E S
AN INTRODUCTION SERVICE for stu
dents. University Introductions — the 
rational alternative to noisy bars. A non
profit, discreet introduction service, organ
ized by students for the members of university 
community. PO Box 365 Station W. Toronto. 
Ontario, M6M SCI. ______________
H & S - Don't worry ... always lots of H’s & 
S’s to get through the rough spots. ... Be 
happy! Love Shady.

WORDPROCESSING
Essays, theses, reports, resumes, 

form letters done quickly & efficiently 
using Wordperfect

and printed on a letter-quality printer. 
Reasonable rates.

Call Elaine
492-6154

practice.

TYPING SERVICES
• we use a word processor for all typing and 
keep everything stored on diskettes for future 
reference or editing.
• finished product is on bond paper in letter 
quality prim.
• spelling and grammar will he proofed and 
corrected.
• affordable prices for students.
• lor typing 50 and 100 pages plus discount 
prices are available.

For more information telephone
275-9067

COMBINATION SERVICES 
___________LAURI MARKNER
HEALTH SERVICES: Room 201. Vanier 
Residence. For all students, stall & faculty 
Six Doctors, Two Nurses. Full range of medi
cal services Monday to Friday. Drop-in or 
Appointment. Telephone 736-5146
ESSAY TYPING—Special student rates. Free 
pick-up and delivery from Glendon and York 
campus. Fast service Rush jobs welcome 
226-1294.

FREE PIZZA ECONOMICS GRADUATE AVAILABLE 
for tutoring. Call Jonathan at 782-5697
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isyi CHEAP! RESUMES WHILE YOU WAIT!
Also Essays, Letters, Reports. Manuscripts, 
etc. on Word Processing. FAX machine ser
vice. Bloor/Bay location. Call Kim today 
975-9332
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& LTR. QUALITY WORD PROCESSING
Now Laser Typesetting for your:

• Essays - Thesis - Resumes
• Multiple covering letters
• PC using WordPerfect
• Laser or Letter-quality printers
• Work guaranteed when promised
• Professional Lcgal/Executive Secretary

( all Linda at 745-0470
WORD PROCESSING. Essays. Manu 
scripts. Letters etc. Drafts and final copies. 
Reasonable rates. Call 488-5730. Fast, Effi
cient Service.
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“VERBATIM . WORD PROCESSING 
SERVICES: 480-2679 Manuscripts, essays, 
theses. Transcriptions. Letter Quality Print. 
Starting at $ 1.90 per double spaced page.LL
B. CRAIG ELECTROLYSIS: Unwanted hair 
removed permanently and comfortably. 
(Facial, body, also eyebrow shaping). Medi
cally approved. Specializing in sensitive skin. 
Free consultation and $3.00 off first visit. Call 
881-9040. Bathurst/Steeles.
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FREE PARA LEGAL ADVICE Small Claims 
Court, Landlord-Tenant Grievances, Traffic 
Offences, other. Call Jonathan. 224-0516. 
There’s no lunch like a free lunch.

WORRIED ABOUT FINAL EXAMS? Forget 
it How To Beat University Tests. Free Details 
Arnieco 1281 King St.. London. Ontario 
N5W 2Y4
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WORD PROCESSING: Essays. Theses, 
Manuscripts, etc —Letter Qualilv Print—20 
Years Experience. (Yonge/Finch Area)$2.00 
per Double Spaced page. 221-9816 (24 hour 
answering service).
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VOLUNTEERS

THE MACAULAY CHILD DEVELOP
MENT CENTRE requires volunteers to assist 
in individually designed stimulation pro
grams for children with special needs and to 
assist with playgroups and field trips Call 
789-7441.
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CAN YOU SPARE A F EW HOURS to help in 
the fight against Canada's No. I Killer — 
Heart Disease? The Heart and Stroke Foun
dation of Ontario — North York Chapter, 
requires energetic volunteers to assist in our 
February Residential Canvass. If you are 
interested in volunteering, or require further 
information, please call Franco at 226 - 5856
W A N T E D»
WANTED: 1 PAIR OF DOWNHILL SKIS
with bindings — length 160-170 Please 
tact Joddie at 736-5484.

con-

HAVE YOU SAVED Nintendo’s ZELDA? 
Please let me know where the silver arrows 
are. Put information on info, board in Central 
Square under “Z”. Link

SONGWRITERS, MUSICIANS CON- 
TESTÜ! Random Records, Accurate Audio, 
Audio Trax, C&L Audio & TNT Productions 
present Horizon’s 89. Submit 1-2 original, 
unpublished songs and lyrics of no more than 
five minutes on a high quality cassette to Ran
dom Records, 725 Dupont Street, Toronto 
Ontario M6G IZ5.
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